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The peculiar feature o f  the Budget is 
that during the main Budget, no taxation 
proposals are found. But at the time of 
coming forward with Supplementary Bud-
get, such imposts are being raised. This 
has happened last year.

By 15 per cent hike in tariff rates, the 
GoveriMnent has netted about Rs. 960 
crores. By rawing the taper of tariff 
rates, they will net another sum of Rs. 
350 crores. So, because of that there is 
considerable amount of increase in reve-
nue that will accrue to the Railways dur-
ing the current year. This practice in 
faot, unfortunately, is a mockery of the 
budget process. During the Budget pro-
p o s a l .  no increase is shown. Subse-
quently, the Government comes forward 
with increase in rates at a later date.

Sir, how is it that the Minister is able 
to show a surplus budget ? Is it really a 
surplus or an artificial figure ? Let us 
examine that aspect. To me, it is a 
jugglery oi‘ figures I raise a few points 
for the hon. Minister to consider and 
reply.

The working expenses are deliberately 
under estimated. This is my first charge. 
They have put it at Rs. 5750 crores. That 
is only six-and-a-half per cent increase 
over the revised estimates of 1986-87. If 
you look at the previous year’s experience, 
the increase of the revised estimates over 
the original estimates was higher than 15 
per cent. Even if we do not take IS per 
cent for granted, even assuming the figure 
of increase as 10 per cent, the apparent 
and artificial surplus of Rs. 69 crores will 
turn into a deficit of Rs. 100 crores by the 
next year which may warrant, perhaps, 
additional imposts. So, the working 
expenses arc deliberately reduced. This 
is my first charge.

The second point is that the budget 
does not take into account the deferred 
dividend liability of about Rs. 525 crores. 
The total indebtedness of the Railways to 
the Government has also gone up from 
Rs. 850 crores to Rs. 1000 crores. That 
was not taken into account. So far as 
the on going projects are concerned, about 
35 of them are there. The total outlay

required for speedy execution or comple-
tion of these projects will come to about 
Rs. 1700 crores whereas only a paltry sura 
of Rs. 146,5 crores was provided. That 
means what ? They will not be able to 
complete these projects. The delay in 
execution or completion of the projects 
will normally entail in escalation in the 
cost of prices. The purpose of the 
Government is to avoid it. But how is it 
that these factors wore deliberately not 
taken i»to consideration ? Can I under-
stand that surplus budget could be shown 
by the Minister because of cost reduction 
methods and as a result of cost reduction 
and operating ratio ? That is not so. 
The operating ratio during the year 1987-
88 is expected to be of ihe order of 92.3 
per cent. That is what the Minister has 
stated— as against the figure of 90.6 per 
cent in 1985-86. What does that mean ? 
Even in 1987-88, it is going to be an in-
crease of 92.3 per cent. During 1985-86 
it was 90.6 per cent. During 1986-87, it 
was 93.6 per cent. So, it is 3 per cent 
increase in one single year. Therefore, the 
operating ratio does not work in favour of 
this.

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF 
THE M INISTRY OF RAILWAYS (SHRI 
M ADHAVRAO SCTNDIA) : May I
clarify his point ? The operational ratio 
is not a clear indicator of efficiency be-
cause it is totally dependent on the policy 
of tariff restraints. What is the indicator 
of efficiency is net tonne km. per wagon 
per day. If you take the subsidy element, 
your operating ratio goes down even 
more.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA 
M URTY : I am coming to only the
operating ratio. I will come to the effi-
ciency part of it later.

SHRI MADHAVRAO SCIND IA  : If 
you have to increase the tariff by Rs. 500 
crores, your operating ratio will shoot 
down immediately.

SHRI AMAL DATTA (Diamond 
Harbour) : It becomes an index of
efficiency when it is in favour of the 
Government.
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SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA 
MURTY : So far as I could see, no
year, no budget yeat, is free from tax. 
This has been the history in the course of 
the last about ten years. In June 1980 
freights and fares were increased by Rs. 
204.24 crores, in 1981-82 Rs, 356 29 crores, 
in January 1982 Rs. 340 crores, in 1982-83 
Rs. 257.45 crores, in 1983-84 Rs. 489 
crores, in 1984-85 Rs. 114 crores, in
1985-S6 Rs. 495 crores, in 1986-87 Rs. 76 
crores, in December 1986 Rs. 320 crores. 
In not a single year has the Government 
refrained from picking the pockets of the 
passengers. This is the fact. And that 
being so, one can surmise that in course 
of time Government will come forward 
with additional measures at the time of 
Supplementary Budget.

I would now like to touch upon 
another area and that is the National 
Transport Policy. Shri Bansi Lai, at the 
time of presenting the Railway Budget, 
made a passing reference to the National 
Transport Policy, Road transport is there, 
river transport is there rail transport is 
there. There could be an integrated 
approach, there could be a coordinated 
and concerted approach. It should be a 
supplementary and complementary role 
mutually played by the three modes of 
transport. A consistent, complete and 
comprehensive national Dolicy was to be 
formulated in this regard. What has 
happened to that ? Was it done ? I am 
afraid, nothing has been done in this 
behalf. If  somethihg has been done, it 
requires further elucidation.

About 80 per cent of the total freight 
carried by the Railways is accounted for 
by only seven commodities, namely, coal, 
iron ore, foodgrains, petroleum, cement, 
fertiliser and steel. And out of the balance 
of 20 per cent, Railways use 6.7 per cent 
for carrying their own materials and 
requirements. So, only 13 per cent is 
left for the other commodities. And with 
what results ? The Railways are sacri-
ficing the interests of small and seasonal 
customers, particularly the agriculturists 
Mango is there; it is a perishable commo-
dity. They want some wagons, but the 
shortage is felt everywhrre and at every 
time. There are products like turmeric

and jaggery. The ^agricultural products 
are deprived of the railway transport and 
the agriculturists find it very difficult. A 
sharp reduction in the movement of gene-
ral category of goods has hampered trade 
and industry In a big way. The Railways 
are insisting on rake-load movement only; 
they shy away sh«rt distance movement. 
This is the situation. That is the aspect 
to which the Minister has to give due 
consideration.

The Minister, perhaps legitimately in 
a way, takes pride in mentioning at the 
outset :

•‘The Net Tonne Kilometres per 
Wagon per Day (B. G.) which is 
the most comprehensive efficiency 
indicator for railway freight
operations, soared to 1296 in
1985-86 from 1150 in 1984-
85............. ”

These are figures which pertain to 1985-86, 
and how is it that the Minister opens his 
speech with this ?

Does he want to dwell on the past 
performance and draw laurels ? Does he 
want to be complacent about what was 
done in the past ? Is that the reason why 
he is repeating it ? Because at the time 
of presenting the provious Budget, Shri 
Bansi Lai himself has mentioned this fact. 
You must give some more figures...

SHRI MADHAVRAO SCINDIA : 
We take into account the performance of 
the previous years while presenting the 
Budget for the following year. This is the 
pattern of budget presentation. I cannot 
change it.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA
M URTY : I know what you have done,
I am only taking note of what has been * 
done, and this is my comment about it 
that you are only harping on the past 
performance. Why not give some new 
15gures ?

SHRI MADHAVRAO SCINDIA : I
cannot harp on something which has not 
happend.
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PROF. N. G. RA NGA (Guntur) : 
Wc should know whether we are progres-
sing or not. We should know whether it 
has increased over fhe past 10 years, or 
not.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA 
MURTY : In the year 1980-81 the tot-al
number of wagons was 4.946 lakhs. In
1983-84 it came down to 3.74 lakhs, ha
1984-85 the number was 3 65 lakhs and in 
19&5*86 it further came down to 3.59 lakh. 
So, it Is defin ing  progressively. The 
passeager fleet has aot kept pace with 
the growing needs of traffic passengers. 
Even though the traffic has increased by
67.4 percent there is no commensurate 
increase in the number of wagons.

Let me now refer to another aspect 
whether the number of passengers is incre-
asing or decreasing. I am quoting the 
figures in millions. By the end of Fifth 
PI'an it was 1928 millions. As on 31.3.1986 
in suburban trains from 1928 millions it 
came down to 1884 millions. In non-
suburban trains as on 31.3.1980 the figure 
was 1602 millions and now as on 31.3.1986 
it has come down to 1549 millions which 
is 3 millions less than before. This is 
how things are progressing.

The number of other coaching vehi-
cles as on 31 3.1980 was 8295. By the 
end of Sixth Plan the figure was reduced 
to 7789. As on 31.3.1986 it further came 
down to 7518 So from 1980-81 to 19&j 
you see the progress. This is the effici-
ency. The number of wagons as on 31.3.80 
was 4,05,183 and by the end of Sixth Plan 
it has come down to 3,65,392 and as on 
31.3.1986 it further canie down to 3,59,614. 
So, it is decreasing year after year.

Now l will say a word about route 
kilometre. The Minister was very parti-
cular about that During the^ first three 
Plan periods things went on well. During 
the first plan the route kilometre was 
1415. In the Second Plnn it came 
down to 1236. In the Third PJau it  was 
1835 whereas in the Fourth Plan it is 
only 459. In the Fifth Plan it further 
came down to 240 and m the Sixth Plan it 
became 917. This is the picture. What 
is there to feel proud of ?

Now let me refer to electrificatioa. 
The total route kilometres of Railways is 
about 61,836. Out of this 700 km have 
been electrified. This comes to l i  per 
cent. Dnring the Second Plan period it 
is 216 km only. 'During the Third Plan 
period it was 1678 km. In the Sixth Plan 
periotf it came down to 1*522 km. K is 
less than the figure of Third Plan period. 
The Sixth Plan target was 2800 km but 
the achievement was 1522 km. This is the 
position every year, t t  is replete with 
shortfalls. I am referring to this lor the 
benefit of the Minister.

1 have nothing to say against you.

SHRI MADHAVRAO SCINDIA : If  
you want to say something, it is still 
better.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA 
MURTY : I do agree. I don ’t want to
say anything which discourages you as 
such to go forward. But you must take 
stock of the fact and see the basic features 
of the situation.

Now 1981-82, the target was 321 and 
achievement only 114. 1983-84 ; 362, the 
achievement 271; 1984-85 : the target was 
384, achievement was 335; 1985-86 : target 
was'430, achievement was 401 only. This 
is the situation.

SHRI M ADHAVRAO SCINDIA : 
No, you are not right; your figures are 
wrong as they are quoted out of content.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA
M URTY : I stand by these figures. I
will prove these figures from your own 
account; from your own reports. I have 
not produced them from out of my hat.

SHRI M ADHAVRAO SCINDIA :
You are taking targets of a particular year 
and performance of a particular year.

SHRI BHATTAM SRIRAMA
M URTY : No, no; these are the figures
quoted by me from the Year Book pro-
duced, from the* Annual Report produc-
ed and from nowhere else I have produc* 
ed these figures,
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O u t  of total wagons of 1.18 lakhs, only
25,000 wagons were loaded correctly; the 
rest were not loaded correctly.

As regards the transit losses of food-
grains, the same have been on the increase 
right from 1977-78 to 1984-85. The shor-
tage of foodgrains in terms of rdpees was 
Rs. 23.27 crores in 1977-78, Rs. 55,05 
crores in 1980-81, Rs. 77.55 crores in 
1981-82, Rs. 97.75 crores in 1982-83 and 
Rs. 95*85 crores in 1983-84.

Thee, the railways have outstanding 
claims of Rs 28.99 crores on account of 
damage and shortage losses.

I would now like to close this sad 
story of continuous losses and shortages, 
but before doing that, I would also like to 
mention the classical case of loss of a 
parcel containing eight kilograms of gold 
bars valued at Rs. 14 lakhs from the 
custody of the Railways in 1983.

As far as parisbable commodities are 
concerned, more than thirty percent of 
cases of parishable commodities booked 
by railways are affected by theft. This is 
a very high rate. Then, a number of trains 
have been cancelled causing a lot of 
misery and hardship to the passengers. 
That is not for defence reasons ; - th e  real 
reasons are not known. We do not know 
when the trains will be restored.

Now, a word about the recuritment 
policy. In spite of so much of expansion 
and development for the last . four years, 
the number of employees has practically 
remained static. The total number of 
Class III and Class IV employees was 
15.60 lakhs in 1980-81 and 15.9 lakhs in 
1984*85. While the train kilometerage has 
risen by about 18 per cent not a single 
person has been recruited.

Then, there are about 2.2 lakh casual 
labourers in the railways, bpt nothing is 
being done for them The railways must 
take measure to absorb them on permanent 
basis.

things which may not be palatable to the 
Minister. I am not able to oblige him by 
painting a rosy picture as far as the facts 
are concerned.

MR. CHAIRM AN : Please conclude 
now

SH R I BHATTAM SRIRAMA 
M URTY : Now, that you want me to 
conclude, I will skip over certain other 
things.

At present, the Andhra Pradesh 
Express is runniDg for four days a week ; 
it should be made daily. The Link Express 
connecting Dakshin Express should also 
run daily. Then direct connection to 
Visakhapatam is also necessary. Then, 
the railway bridge at Ramamurty Pantalu-. 
peta in Visakhapatnam is also necessary. 
The State Government has also offered to 
bear its share of the financial responsibility. 
However, no steps have been taken by 
the Railways in that respect. That needs 
to be attended to.

It is not my intention to throw cold 
water on what efforts are being made, 
but in spite of the best efforts, this is the 
situation. We have to point out the 
various shortcomings and difficulties of 
the people so that efforts are made by the 
railways to remove them.

In the end, let me say that the credit 
for whatever achievements are there goes 
not only to the Minister, but the entire 
team of officers and staff of the railways,' 
o f course, including the Minister.

SHRI CH IRAN JI LAL SHARM A 
(Karnal) : Madam Chirman, I stand to
support the Railway Budget. I have 
listened with rap t attention to the Budget 
Speech delivered by the Railway Minister 
the other day, which exhibited confidence. 
Usually we find a perpetual smile-innocent 
and silent-on the face of the Railway 
Minister and today it is surprising that 
while Mr. Bhattam has been on his legs, 
the hon. Minister has to intervene. .

I am sorry, I have to say all these ‘Madam, the Railway Budget deserves
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appreciation io all respects. The Minister 
has been good enough to extend tacilities 
to the young, the handicapped, the 
drought and flood affected people, the 
kitmns, the war widows and wbat not. 
Additional passenger train facilities have 
been provided in 1987-88. In this connec-
tion, I would like to refer to para 6.2 of 
the Budget speech which says ;

“ I am happy to inform the hon. 
members that this effort at p ro -
viding better and additional train 
facilities is being given a further 
fillip........ 11

“ Several new trains will be in tro-
duced. These wiJ! be : A super-
fast train (bi-weekly) between 
Bombay V. T. and Cochin ; an

- Express train (weekly) between 
Patna and Madras via Itarsi aad 
Jabalpur ; a superfast train 
(weekly oetween Hyderabad and 
Ahmedabad; a superfast train 
(weekly) between Ahmedabad 
and Cochin; a superfast train 
(tri-weckly)between Lucknow and 
Bombay ; a superfast train 
(weekly) between Guwahati and 
Cochin ; a train (MG) between 
Samdari and Raniwara.”

Also, para 6.2.2 of the Budget Speech 
mentions about the frequency of trains.

Madam, In this connection I regret to 
complain in all humility that I do not find 
any additional or new train on our line, 
i.e. in Northern Railway going to Punjab, 
Himachal and Haryana. Not only that, 
there are no new trains, even the trains 
which were already running have 
been stopped. I want to draw the attention 
of ttkti hon. Railway Minister towards this 
dlfccritninatory treatment that is being 
meted out to us for reasons not known. 
Mr. Minister, the Ranchi express has been 
stopped, and the Flying Mail also has 
been stopped, which you were running 
since long. I find no reason as to why the 
trains which have been running since long 
should be stopped now. The stoppage of 
traibs has caused great inconvenience to

commuters, travelling on this line. I really 
do not understand as to why they should 
not be restored. It iis not a question of 
adding new trains. That point does not 
arise at all. But at least the trains which 
have aJready been running for a long 
period should be restored.

Agakt Madam, I want to mention a 
point about Shan-c-Punjab tram*- This 
train runs between New Delhi and 
Amritsar. Madam, the peculiarity of this 
train is that this train does not have a 
single stoppage throughout the State of 
Haryana except at AmbaJa. Ambala is 
somewhere midway between Delhi and 
Amritsar. I would request the hon. 
Minister to kindly make a note of this 
point that it does not stop at Sonepat 
which is a district headquarter. It docs 
not stop at Panipat which is a very big 
industrial town. It does not stop at Karnal. 
It is another district headquarter. It does 
not stop at Kurukshetra which is a place 
of historical importance. But, Madam, bet* 
ween Ambala and Amritsar, it stops at 
Ludhiana. It stops at Phagwara. It stops 
at Jalandhar. So, will you call it a Super-
Fast Train ? It is a Super-Fast Train for 
which places 7 .

Madam, Chairman) there was absolute-
ly no stoppage of this train at Phagwara.
I know, it has started stopping at Phag-
wara because of some political pressure. It 
may be of some political personality. I do 
not happen to be a Minister, but I am
certainly a Member of Parliament, repre-
senting an equal number of people on the 
floor of this House, which a Minister does. 
May I have the tremerity, to ask him a 
plain question ? What was the justification 
in giving a stoppage at Phagwara which 
is not far off from Ludhiana ? Where is
the justification in not giving a
a stoppage at a single station, 
although three district headquarters fall 
on the way and the peoole of Haryana 
are deprived of this facility ? I took up
this matter in the meeting of the N Z R U C C ,  
of which I happen to be a Member. It 
was said, one Ekta Express has been 
introduced. This Ekta Express was intro*- 
duced by Mr. Bansi Lai, who was the then 
Railway Minister in lieu of Bhlwani Ex-
press, which already used to run between
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70 lakht, accommodation is the problem, 
and naturally therefore, Government ser-
vants, whether Central Government ser-
vants or State Government servants, 
students, business community) Workers 
working in factories, have in a way to be 
shuttle-cocks between their places of resi? 
dence and Delhi. Their problem can be 
solved by running a few trains. I wolild, 
therefore, suggest that more trains be run 
within a radius of at least 50 to 60 kilo-
metres rather 100 kms. all around Delhi.

A HON. MEMBER : A hundred
kilometres.

SHRI CHIRANJI LAL SHARMA : 
My learned friend has added, to say that 
up to 100 kilometres. It is a fact that 
people from places one hundred kilometres 
away from Delhi are daily commuters. 
Therefore, the hon. Railway Minister 
should consider the desirability of making 
more trains available.

I happen to travel by trains many a 
time and every day, mostly passenger 
trains in particular, are overloaded. You 
will find hundreds of people travelling on 
the roofs, thus endangering their lives. 
No alternative is left with them because 

they have to go to places of their residence.

Here I find that on the Northern 
Railway between Delhi and Amritsar, and 
particularly between Delhi and Kuruk-
shetra more passenger trains are needed. 
And if stoppage for a minute or two is 
provided in certain express trains that will 
go a long way in giving the requisite relief 
to the commuters.

The hon. Minister has made some 
provision for new railway lines, for as 
many as 35 on-going new lines with a 
route length of 2940 kilometres, which 
require Rs. 1700 crores. In this context 
also, I would submit that I do not find 
any comma. full stop, not to speak of a 
word for Hayana. I mean no provision 
has been made whatsoever for any new 
train in Haryana, although I find from the 
budget that it has been decided to have 
surveys of two railway lines from Bahadur-

garh to Jhajjar and Jind-Rohtak-Hansi- 
Hissar.' I do not know how long this 
survey will take. There has been a press-
ing demand from the people of Jhajjar. 
Jhajjar is a very important place, because 
thousands of people, thousands of Jawans 
are serving in the Army from this place. 
It is a backward area. It is being neglec-
ted in all respects simply for want of train 
facilities.

I would, therefore, request the hon. 
Minister to have this survey expedited as 
early as possible and make provision for 
a Railway line between Bahadurgarh and 
Jhajjar or between Rohtak and Jhajjar and 
Rohtak-Jind-Hansi-Hissar as early as 
possible.

I would also like to touch upon the 
question of road over-bridges. Two road 
over-bridges were started, one in Karnal 
and the other in Kurukshetra. Th« 
foundation stones of these Road over-
bridges were laid by the Chief Minister 
on 15th September, 1985. But I regret to 
say that the progress in the matter of 
construction and completion of these over-
bridges is hopelessly hopeless. I do not 
know whether the contractors have run 
away or what the matter is : otherwise, 
both these over-bridges should have been 
completed by now. I think, the hon. 
Minister will look into this matter.

Road over-bridges in Panipat and 
Sonepat are a must. Sonepat is a dist-
rict headquarter and Panipat is another 
big industrial city. The railway line 
divides the city in two parts and movement 
of vehicular traffic becomes very difficult 
for want of an over-bridge. Sometimes, 
the vehicular traffic Is blocked for 45 
minutes at Sonepat rai way crossing near 
the railway station because as many as 48 
trains besides goods trains run on this line 
during 24 hours. Till such time a road 
over-bridge is provided in Sonepat, an 
under-bridge can conveniently be given 
I hope, the hon. Minister will kindly look 
into this matter.

About railway electrification, I would 
submit that there is absolutely no mention 
of any provision of electrification of trains 
on this side of the country i.e. Haryana,
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Punjab and Himachal Pradesh. A double 
track has to be provided between Delhi 
and Ambala and has been completed upto 
Bheni Khurd beyond Karnal. Therefore, 
electric trains can safely run between Delhi 
and Karnal. This will solve the traffic 
problem of this area.

I draw the attention of the hon. 
Minister to the condition of Karnal Rail-
way station. There are two old existing 
water tanks, usually known as diggies, 
which are full of water in season and out 
of season. And they are the best breed-
ing place for mosquitoes. Bad smell 
emanates from there. They are just 
opposite the railway station. They are 
just a slur on the railway administration. 
There were two such water tanks in 
Sonepat which had become defunct. I 
took up the matter with the authorities 
here and the then Railway Minister, Shri 
Bansi Lai, was good enough to have the 
same filled up. Now that alternative 
arrangements for water have been made 
since long, there is no need for these 
defunct tanks which were got sunk for 
supply of water to railways during British 
regime. I request the hon. Minister to 
have them filled up.

The sanitary conditions of the stations 
at Sonepat, Panipat and Karnal are not 
really good, for want of sweepers. The 
number of sweepers provided at Karnal is 
only two. This is a very minor point; I 
should not have talked it here. But these 
two persons are serving for 24 hours. 
This is much, too much. We must give 
relief to them. One is not supposed to 
work for twelve hours, may be with a 
break. I hope, the Railway Minister will 
kindly look into these genuine grievances 
and have the same redressed.

Now, a word about unmanned cross-
ings. Unmanned crossings on the railway 
lines are badly needed and the argument 
is advanced by the Railway authorities 
that the cost of such unmanned crossings 
has to be borne by the State Governments. 
This is just like putting the cart before the 
horse. I do not understand as to why 
the State Governments should be asked to 
bear the cost because security of people 
crossing the railway lines is certainly the

responsibility of the Railways and, there-
fore, the unmanned crossings should be 
provided by the Railway authorities and 
State Governments should not be asked to 
bear the brunt.

With these words, I support the 
Railway Budget and hope and trust that 
the Railway Minister will be good enough 
to kindly order the stoppage of Shan-e- 
Punjab at Sonepat, Panipat and Karnal 
and also order withdrawal of the Superfast 
levy of Rs, two per day on passengers 
travelling by Ekta Express, which means 
an extra burden of  Rs. 120 per month, 
because this is causing inconvenience to 
them.

SHRI SHARAD D IG H E (Bombay 
North Central) : Mr. Deputy Speaker,
Sir, while speaking on the Railway Bud-
get, I join my colleagues on this side in 
heartily congratulating the Railway Minis-
ter for the best performance of the 
Railways during the last year and also for 
his projection as far as the next year is 
concerned.

While presenting the Supplementary 
Demands in November 1986, the Railway 
Minister and assured us fo {fridge the gap 
to the maximum extent possible through 
Intensification of traffic efforts 
when the shortfall was anticipated 
at Rs. 95 crores, and I am 
glad to see that he has kept this assurance. 
He has not only fully covered the deficit 
of Rs. 95 crores but has ended with a 
small surplus of Rs. I i  crores after pay-
ment of fall dividend of Rs. 570 crores to 
General Revenues.

The main comprehensive efficiency 
indicator, as far as the Railways are con-
cerned, is the net tonne kilometres per 
wagon per day and from this point of view 
this has gone upto 1296 in 1985-86 from 
1150 in 1984-85— an improvement of 12.7 
per cent. Therefore, it is no denying that 
the efficiency of the Railways has consi-
derably increased and th e , progress is in 
the right direction. Even the financial 
performance shows that 1985-86 surplus of 
about Rs. 179 crores is shown there and 
as far as the next financial year is con-
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services in the M etropolitan 
cities are highly subsidised, cau-
sing heavy losses to the Railways, 
which in 1986-87, are estimated 
to be about Rs. 97 crores. With 
the further extension of suburban 
facilities, the operating losses are 
bound to  increase. Keeping in 
view this, and the fact tha t urban 
transport is primarily the respon-
sibility of the city authorities 
the world over, it is Important 
that the State Governments and 
city administrations come for-
ward with a cost sharing arrange-
ment, both for the initial capital 
and for the recurring expendi-
tu re ,”

Now, this creates concern in the 
minds of the Bombay citizens. First of 
all, I would like to  submit to the exami-
nation of the Railway Minister that this 
costing system is somewhat defective as- 
far as the Bombay subrban is concer-
ned. Our submission is that we have got 
it examined through some o f . the experts 
and it is found that because of the defec-
tive costing system, it has shown loss to 
the Bombay suburban Railways- It can-
not be that there would be loss to the 
surburban railways, if proper costing is 
done. Half of the total passengers in 
the whole of India travel by the suburban 
railways and the capacity of the train is 
utilised to the maximum extent and some-
times it exceeds three times or four times 
of its capacity, when they travel on these 
suburban railways. Therefore, I submit 
that some o f the common expenses which 
are incurred on the whole region are put 
on this Bombay suburban Division and 
that practice or method is somewhat 
defective. From Bombay to Mathura 
the whole region is considered and some 
common expenses are placed on the Bom-
bay suburban railway. And, thetefore, it 
is shown tha t It is under loss. My sub. 
mission is, if proper costing is done, then 
it will be found that in the future, the 
Bombay suburban is not at all in loss. I, 
therefore, make a positive request by 
going further and say that the Bombay 
suburban may be constituted as a separate 
region and then, let us see whether it is 
in profit or loss. This suggestion may be 
considered by the Railway Minister as far

as Bombay suburban is concerned. There-
fore, I would submit, tha t if this is done, 
we need not pass on the buck of this 
Bombay transport to the State Govern-
ment because there will be further diffi-
culties. Now, this thinking is reflected in 
the Mankhurd-Belapur railway line which 
is going to be constructed and therefore 
in that plan or scheme itself, 67% of 
the cost of this project has been agreed to 
be borne by the M aharashtra Government. 
So, my submission is that this thinking is 
going  further and even a part of the cost 
of the transport scheme from Bombay to 
New Bombay is being passed on to the 
M aharashtra Government. Now sine* 
that is agreed to, I do not want to say 
anything. But there also I would point 
out to the Railway Minister that the non-
progress of this scheme is the greatest 
irritant as far as Bombay city is concer-
ned because there is no transport from 
Bombay to New Bombay and the very 
idea of decongesting Bombay by having a 
new Bombay is being defeated because of 
this. For this purpose, therefore, a very 
meagre am ount has been shown in the 
Budget. I would request that even 
though the M aharashtra Government has 
agreed to share, the share of the Central 
Government should be immediately 
released as far as this railway is concer-
ned.

I would also like to know from the 
railway Minister whether this contribu-
tion of the M aharashtra Government is 
going to be the full coutribution o r '  is it 
going io be by way of loan because ulti-
mately M aharashtra Government is going 
to raise debentures from CID CO  and 
there it appeaj: that it is a sort of loan as 
far as Bombay is concerned.

One more last point which I want to 
say about Bombay city is that importance 
should bo also given to the Bombay VT 
remodel of suburban yard to provide 
double discharge platform for smoother 
entry and exit. This is very important 
and necessary in order to relieve the 
crowd and congestion as far as the VT 
is concerned. For this purpose, a very 
small amount of Rs, 141 lakhs has been 
provided and I would submit that the 
total cost anticipated is Rs. 958 lakh*. 
As early as possible this Project should
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Nadu Express by one m ore  day in a week. 
As a train traveller from 1940 to till date, 
I am to say that the Express Trains arc 
very much conveninent for the long 
distance travelling passengers. In Madurai 

Division,there is a day time passenger which 
is running only one time. I have stressed 
this point four times in the Zonal Commi-
ttee meeting as well as in the Parliament 
alio, *o run another day-time passenger 
for the benefit of farmets, ryots and 
students between Tuticorin and Yirudhu- 
nagar.

Coming to the Madras Mass Rapid T ran-
sit System Madras Beach to Luz Mass R a-
pid Transit System I would like to say that 
the cost-sharing for this project which you 
are announcing now, and not in the 
beginning of the project, is very much 
disappointing to the people of Madras. 
But for the efficient traffic arrangements 
provided by the Madras Government, it 
would have been difficult for the pople of 
Madras. We are not in a position to do 
this. The Government of Tamil Nadu is 
already incurring big . loss in the imple-
mentation of poverty-alleviation schemes 
like giving rice at the rate of Rs. 1.75 per 
kg to the poor people. We are incurring 
a loss of Rs. 207 crores in this'respect. 
We are providing nutritious noon meal 
for 85 lakh chidren in Tamilnadu. 
We are the first in the front of Family 
Planning, in the whole of the country. 
All these are the plus points for the 
Government of Tamil Nadu. I t  is com-
pletely cooperating with the Government 
of India. I would request the hon. 
Minister not to insist on the cost-sharing 
of the project which you have not agreed 
at first. The whole costing must be borne 
by the Railway Administration. I request 
the hon. Minister to consider this sympa-
thetically and help the Madras people to 
have the Madras-Luz Rap.d Transit 
System by 1990.

I have also another suggestion to make 
and I would request the Railway Minister 
to consider this. When we travel from 
Delhi to Madras by Tamil Nadu Express, 
we should hear the announcements on 
platforms in our regional languages; the 
announcements on platforms should be 
Hade in Tamil and Telugu in the case of

Tamil Nadu Express since the train is 
passing through Andhra Pradesh and 
Tamil Nadu. Similarly, in the case of 
trains running from Delhi to Kerala or 
K arnataka, the people travelling by those 
trains should be enabled to hear the 
announcements in their regional languages; 
the announcements on platforms should 
be made in Malayalam and Kannada, so 
that the people travelling in those trains 
can have the feeling and satisfaction that 
they are hearing the announcements in 
their mother.tongue. This will help 
national integration. This is my request 
to the Railway Minister. I f  the announce-
ments are made only in Hindi and English, 
in this country which has a large percen-
tage of illiterate people the passengers 
cannot understand what is being announc-
ed and they have to ask their co-passen-
gers. Particularly in Stations like Delhi, 
Bombay and Calcutta from where the 
trains start, the announcements in respect 
of various trains should be made in their 
respective regional languages, the langua-
ges of the regions through which the 
train will be passing. This will enable 
the people to  have the feeling that the 
announcements are being made in their 
mother-tongue and this will help national 
integration.

The Milavittan-Tirunelvpli line, we 
are glad, has been completed, but till now 
the line is being operated only for goods 
traffic, the passenger traffic has not yet 
started. I request the hon. Minister to 
announce the date when passenger traffic 
will be started on this line. This line will 
connect Kanyakumari broad gauge line 
and will thus help people who are going to 
Delhi and Bombay to go directly without 
the necessity of having to touch Madras. 
I  request the hon. Minister to have a kind 
heart and expedite starting passenger 
traffic on this line. Now people are 
feeiing that this Milavittan-Tirunelveli line 
is there only for big industrialists like 
India Cements and SPIC and only urea 
and cement bags are being carried. The 
salt in Tuticorin is being carried through 
lorries. Allotment of wagon for move-
ment of salt should be given preference.

The electrification system is being 
done very well by the Southern Railway 
administration; the present Chief Engineer
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Is doing very efficiently. We want the 
Minister to extend the electrification 
system.

The Madras-Villupuram double line, 
the lack of which Is creating tf bottleneck 
for the traffic of the whole of Tamil Nadu, 
should be taken up immediately. It has 
been repeated many times in the House 
that we should have a double line from 
Villupuram to Madras Egmore. This will 
improve passenger traffic and will remove 
the bottleneck which is now there.

I once again thank the hon. Minister 
of Railways for having presented this 
Budget.

. 1 '
The new Pearls City Express from 

Tuticorin to Madras was started four or 
5 months back. Now in the name of speed-
ing up of the train, they are avoiding some 
halts which were originally there at 
Kadambur and Melur. I would request 
the hon. Minister not to do it in the 
Interest of the people of Kadambur, 
Melur and other neighbouring towns.

SHRIMATI K ISH O R I SINHA 
(Vaishall) : Mr. Deputy Speaker, I am 
glad that you have given me time.

I congratulate the Minister for having 
presented a budget which has been wel-
comed by every section of the people. It 
seems the young Railway Minister has 
cast his spell on the Railways. Almost 
overnight we have the swing from five 
years of gloom to a rosy picture of hope. 
I t  underlines the lesson of history that 
often n  is the man at the helm who makes 
the difference between pessimism and 
optimism. With the poet let us say “ may 
their tribe increase**. Perhaps, a few 
more Madhavraos in some of the Ministries 
would not be a bad idea.

The Minister has provided concessions 
to kisans, youth, handicapped and war 
widows. Concession in freight on fodder 
and foodgrains carried to drought or 
flood ravaged areas is equally welcome. 
But such enthusiasm should, however, be

tempered by reality. The freight rates 
were raised In the last November which 
would yield about R% 900 crores during 
the budget year. There is a lurking fear 
that the Minister may resort to the mid. 
term freight raise. I would request that 
the Minister should dispel this fear by 
assuring that there would be no freight 
rate increase. I fee] that if he concen-
trates on improving efficiency and pro-
ductivity, there would be no need to resort 
to raising the freight rate or passenger 
fare for raising additional resources.

THE MINISTER OF STATE OF THE 
M INISTRY OF RAILWAYS (SHRI 
MADHAVRAO SCINDIA) : D on’t fall 
prey to the opposition propaganda.

SHRI ATAUR RAHM AN (Barpeta) : 
Opposition propaganda also helps to some 
extent.

SHRI M ADHAVRAO SCINDIA : 
Especially when there are Hon. Members 
like you.

SHRIMATI KISHORI SINHA : I think 
there are some areas which require his 
close attention and supervision. One 
should know both the sides of the picture. 
Since 1976-77, the capital at charge has 
more than doubled; but the indices of 
traffic efficiency are not showing similar 
improvement. The passenger kilometres 
have risen by 50% and freight tonne- 
kilometres by about 30%. The 
wagon turn-round should have declined 
significantly but actually it has declined 
only marginally for broadguage and in-
creased for metreguage. Even taking 
the nett tonne kilometre per wagon-day, 
it has risen from 1045 to 1296 only on 
broadguage which cannot be considered 
significant.

The expense ratio is'as high as 92%. 
The number of passenger coaches in
1985-86 are less than what they were in
1984-85. How could the overcrowding be 
overcome ? The railway statistics show 
that the number of passengers in the 
ordinary second class has fallen between 
1977-78 and 1985-86. Can this be true 
when the population is increasing 7 Does
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halt or even destination station. Why 
should this happen 7

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Please 
conclude now.

SHRIMATI K ISHORI SINHA : 
With a  little planning, platforms could be 
m a d e  available. Trains idle at platforms 
for hours, while an Express or Mail train 
is waiting at the outter signal. Often this 
happens because the Station Masters 
authority is diluted and there is no coor-
dination between area control, train 
shunting and yard staff. There is lax dis-
cipline and often the honest are penalised 
and dishonest and resourceful get promo-
ted. This causes demoralisation.

\

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Madam, 
please conclude. I am calling the next 
speaker.

SHRIMATI K ISH O RI SINHA : The 
Minister should look into allegations that 
there is a steam lobby in his Ministry. 
Also there is a diesel lobby. Between 
them, I am told, they have slowed down 
electrification. In  Third Plan over 1000 
kilometer was electrified. This is an 
unsurpassed record. Why was electrifica-
tion slowed down though this was the 
most efficient method of traction 7

Sir, the Railway Minister deserves 
praise for introducing many last trains. 
Again, this is a break from the recent past 
when an embargo was placed on starting 
of new trains. We are happy that many 
of the new trains are terminating in Kerala 
but what about Bihar.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Please 
conclude now.

SHRIMATI K ISH O RI SINHA : He 
has ignored Bihar altogether or has 
deprived Bihar of his benevolence. I have 
been pleading for a survey since 1980 for 
a line connecting Lalganj with Sugauli 
passing through Vaishali, Sahabganj and 
Kesaria. Apart frcm its commercial angle, 
it has a tourist importance also as many

people from Budhist countries keep com-
ing to  Vaishali. A 145 ft. shanti stupa is 
under construction...

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : Now the 
next speaker, Shri Balkavi Bairagi. 
Nothing will go on record.

(Interruptions)**

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : I f  you
like, you may hand over your manuscript 
to the Minister. He will take note of it. 
I won’t allow you to continue to speak. I 
have called the next speaker.

SHRIMATI K ISH O RI SINHA : I am 
paying a compliment to the Minister.

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER : You can 
hand over your manuscript if you like. 
You have to get some points and develop 
and not go on reading from the prepared 
text. Shri Balkavi Bairagi.

[ English]  .

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA 
(Ponnani) : The hon. Member has
already participated in the discussion. On 
that day, he read out some poems and some 
couplets. He has participated already.

[Translation]

SHRI BALKAVI BAIRAGI (Mand- 
saur) : Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I con-
vey my thanks to you for giving me time 
to speak on the Railway Budget. I  also 
convey my thanks to the Hon. Prime 
Minister, Shri Rajiv Gandhi, and the hon. 
Railway Minister for presenting such a 
good Budget.

SHRI RANA VIR SINGH (Kaiser- 
ganj) : Come to the point, otherwise the 
time will be over.

SHRI BALKAVI BAIRAGI : la m  
coming to the point. I shall not praise 
t h e  Railway Minister any more bec au se  
already a lot of encomiums have been 
showered on him and I am airaid lest he 
should catch an evil e y e .  T h e r e f o r e ,  I

** Not recorded.
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more point. You have introduced com-
puterisation in^the Railways. You should 
pay more attention towards electrification 
so as to further augment the speed of the 
trains. You should accelerate this pro-
gramme so that more and more scientific 
facilities eould be provided to the people.

While expressing my thanks to him 
and consgratulating him, I do hope that 
the hon. Railway Minister will definitely 
accept one challenge in the House. The 
challenge is that all editors of news papers 
have expressed their doubts and so do 
the people that though the rates of fare 
and freight have not been increased in 
the Budget, yet they will be increased 
later on in the Supplementary Budget. 
Therefore, you should firmly accept this 
challenge in this House and assure us that 
under no* circumstance, the- rates of fare 
and freight will be increased in tbe Supp-
lementary Budget. You have to promise 
this much. '

With these words I once again congra-
tulate you and thank you. I welcome 
this Budget and support it too,

. fEnglishJ

SHRI A JOY BISWAS (Tripura West): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir. I, rise to speak on the 
Railway Budget. In the Railway Budget, 
freight charges and fares have not been 
increased. I would say, actually, the 
Railway Minister has concealed the real 
state of affairs of the Railways and the 
economic conditions of the Railways. 
A maximum of 15 per cent hike in parcel 
and luggage rates was effected, and also 
with the adjustment of distance, it would 
help the Railway Ministry to fetch at 
least the amount of Rs. 320 crores, be-
sides, Rs. 76 crores in this Budget. It 
means, that the total increase in a year 
will be Rs. 1,000 crores. I t  has been 
concealed in the Budget. This means 
that increase in freight has already been 
effected in advance for the coming fiscal 
year. I think it has been done, probably 
keeping in view the elections to be held 
in four States. Before the elections any

increase in freight and fare would affect 
them in the elections. After the elections, 
i.e. in the coming supplementary Budget, 
that can be covered by increasing freight 
and fare. I think, it is a deceitful Bud-
get, only to conceal the burden, which 
could be shifted on the shoulders of the 
common people. These increases in 
freights and fares were done only in 
November, last. N ot only the freights 
and fares were increased, but it has be-
come a common phenomenon of  Govern-
ment to increase these things every 
year.

If  I take it from the year 1980-81, 
the passenger earning was Rs. 827.5 
crores and in 1985-86, it was Rs. 1719.4 
crores. That means, it has been doubled 
within 5 or 6 years. On the other hand 
passenger kilometres have increased by 
only 15 per cent. So, it is clear from 
this that this Increase is due to  the increase 
in freights and fares.

The goods earning in 1980-81 was Rs.
1394.1 crores and in 1985-86, it was 
Rs. 4232.2 crores whereas the traffic 
kilometres rose by about 30 per cent. I t  
clearly reveals that the increase in revenue 
was due to increase in freight and fares.

My next point is about the in c re a s e  
in the movement of goods. How do you 
say that there is an increase in the move-
ment of goods ? Many passenger trains 
have been cancelled recently. Recently 
in the Indo-Pak border area, there was 
tension and many trains were cancelled. 
The Minister can tell, as to how many 
trains have again been restored ? The 
provision of adequate passenger accommo-
dation is a problem. What the Minister 
says Is not factually correct. New trains 
have been introduced. But p a s se n g e r  
coaches have been reduced. Replacement 
of a large number of overaged coaches is 
over-due. Time and again, the Minister 
had assured that over-aged coaches w ou ld  
be removed; but their replacement re-
mains over-due. The passengers are the 
worst sufferers.

The Minister’s attitude will be reveal-
ed from the outlay or provision made i°
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regard to rolling stock. I f  we compare 
the position with the last budget, the 
figures for rolling stock in the revised 
budget was Rs. 938.88 crores, and this 
time the figure is Rs. 651.44 crores. So, 
this time the provision for rolling stock 
has been decreased, compared with the. 
last budget.

SHRI M ADHAVRAO SCINDIA : 
Bonds for Rs. 300 crores are going to be 
floated, in 1987-88 which arc being allott-
ed to rolling stocks.

SHRI A JOY BISWAS : We boast
about our track Kms. and are proud that 
our track length is the second larget in 
the world. The Minister had said that. 
If you compare the track length in terms 
of track Kms. per million of population, 
our position is miserably low. In USA it 
is 1534 Kms; in Australia it is 3045 Kms; 
in USSR it is 601 Kms.; in Malayasia it is 
147 Kms. and in India it  is only 100 Kms. 
So, his claim does not stand.

. There is stagnation in building of new 
lines. Expansion of Railways is not con-
nected only with the question of trans-
port. I t  is also connected with the pro-
blem of employment. Railways are one 
of the main sources for employment of our 
youth. What is the position there ? The 

employment potential in Railway stands 
at the level it was 4 or 5 years ago. 
Again, the steps relating to reckless intro-
duction of computers, which are being 
taken by Railways, will decrease the em-
ployment potential. We will find the 
present strength of manpower in Railways 
reduced within 5 or 6 years. So, the 
main source of employment in the'country, 
viz. Railways at present, is being 
closed.

Another problem is about electrifica-
tion. Electrification in the tracks is very 
important, because we are importing 
about R*. 5,000 crores worth of diessl and 
petroleum.

If the tracks are electrified, then you 
could save foreign exchange. But what is 
the position of the electrification ? Our 
total length of the track is, I think, 61,000

kms and only 6000 kms have been electri-
fied. In the Sixth Plan, the target was 
2,800 kms, but the achievement was 1,500 
kms only. Even you could not achieve 
50 per. cent of the target fixed in the Sixth 
Plan. You have fixed the target in tbo 
Seventh Plan for 3,400 kms. But I have 
a doubt about it. I f  you see the result of 
the Sixth Plan you will find that you could 
not achieve 50 per cent of the target. In 
the Seventh Plan also if you do not take 
proper steps you will meet the same 
fate.

You are importing 600 H P electric 
engine. What is the cost of importing it ? 
It is Rs. 2.10 crores, But in our country 
that can be produced at the cost o f  Rs. 
140 crores only. Why do you import it 
when you can produce it at this cost ? 
Why don’t you manufacture more of 
engines in the country ? I f  you do it, 
then you can save foreign exchange, but 

'y o u  are not doing it.

Government claims cordial and har-
monious industrial relations prevailing in 
the Railway Department. It is the claim 
of the Minister, but this Government has 
been forcing the workers to work for more 
than eight hours a day. Government 
ratified 1LO Convention and it is the 
commitment of the Government before the 
ILO that they will introduce eight hours 
per day for the workers, but, still, in the 
Railway Department, workers are working 
for more than eight hours. In  1973, the 
Loco Running Staff entered into an agree-
ment with the Government and the 
Government agreed that eight hours per 
day will be implemented in the case of 
Loco Running Staff, but, still you have not 
implemented that. The workers have full 
right to peaceful trade union action, and 
it is their right, according to the Constitu-
tion. But the Government has resorted 
to repression of the Loco Running Staff 
and hundreds of Loco Running Staff 
workers were dismissed; even they were 
dismissed under A it. 311, which Is not 
applicable, but the same provision is now 
in vogue in your Department. The Sup-
reme Court has ruled tha t an appeal is a 
must for the removed workers. Even after 
removal of workers from the service, the 
administration is sitting over the appeal 
indefinitely ignorning the ruling of the
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aspect of North Eastern Region. But 
even then, nothing is being done. You 
are sheding tears for the development of 
North Eastern Region. But when you 
are placing Budget, you ar© not including 
anyth ing, any new project for the North 
Eastern Region. In Tripura even the old 
project which was taken up in 1979-80, was 
decided to be completed by 1984. In this 
Budget you have provided only Rs. 5 
crores against Rs. 7 crores required to 
complete that portion of the work. When 
the next Budget comes, the cost will esca-
late and you will not be able to complete 
it within Rs. 7 crores. So next year you 
wiU again provide for Rs. 5 crores. This 
track of 32 kms. you will take 10 years to 
complete. It is nothing but step-motherly 
treatment on the part of Central Govern-
ment. If you compare the North Eastern 
Region with the rest of the country, North 
Eastern Region has got 0.95 km. per 100 
sq. km. against the all India average of 
1.88 kms. per 100 sq. kms.

Railway is confined only in Assam. 
Out of 2357 kms railway line, 2089 kms 
line is metre»guage. There is only 268 
kms broad guage line. In Tripura it is 12 
kms and Nagaland only 9 kms.

The survey has been completed from 
Dharamnsgar to Agartala. I do not know 
when you will take up that project. If  
that portion is completed, we will have 40 " 
kms of railway line in Tripura. That means 
in 40 years after independence you could 
build up only 40 kms of railway line there. 
Agartala is 130 kms from Kumaraghat and 
if the progress of the railways continues at 
snail's pace, it will take 130 years to reach 
Agartala^ So, I shall request the Minister 
to at least change their policy in regard to 
North-Eastern region.

Youths and students came to Delhi 
tnd they demonstrated. Recently they 
have decided that if the remaining portion 
from Dharamnagar to Agartala is not 
included in the Seventh Plan, then defini-
tely they will launch a bigger movement 
*n Agartala. If  you want to flgbt the 
■ecasrionist forces in the North-Eastern 
region, economic development is not isola-
ted from that. If  you do not develop the

North-Eastern region, you will not be able 
to fight the secessionist forces. So, I shall 
request the Minister and the Central 
Government to provide more money. 
They have to see the present situation of 
the North-Eastern region and do some-
thing for that region.

[Translation]

'  SHRIMATI PRABHAWATI GUPTA 
(Motihari) : Mr. Chairmaa, Sir, I wel-
come the surplus Railway Budget which 
has been presented by our youthful Rail-
way Minister. I welcome this Budget on 
this count also that a surplus of Rs. 69 
crores has been shown even after paying 
Rs. 570 crores in the General Revenues 
and after meeting the shortfall of Rs. 196 
crores.

This is a democratic and people's wel-
fare oriented Budget. This Budget has 
many characteristics. The first is th*t 
no increase has been effected in the freight 
rates, passenger fares and the parcel rates. 
Concession m the railway travel has bewn 
granted to the widows of war heroes, the 
students, the handicapped persons and the* 
farmers. Besides, 67 model stations will 
be built, 50 halt stations will be opened 
in the villages and 8 super fast trains will 
be introduced. One of these trains will 
also run from Bihar to Madras once in a 
week. It will be a symbol of the unity 
and integrity of the country. I wejcome 
these steps.

Besides, concession will also be given 
in transportation of fodder in the drought 
and flood prone areas. These are all 
welfare schemes. I welcome these steps.

So far as the financial management of 
the railways is concerned, it is very sound 
because the Railway Department has mad* 
good the deficit and has also contributed 
to the general revenues after meeting th« 
deficit. As the hon. Railway Minister has 
said in his speech, our railways occupy an 
important position among the railways of 
the world and have achieved excellence in 
the matter of performance. In this w*y 
we find that its financial management is 
very sound.
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Bibar, I would li^e to mako a demand to 
the Railway Minister that a Zonal head-
quarter of the Railways should be set up 
in Bihar. A railway bridge should be 
co n stru cted  a t Patna in Bihar so that the 
fertile lan d  o f  north Bihar could be linked 
with South Bihar and Patna, the capital 
o f  the State.

Sir, as you know, I belong to Cham-
pa ran and my constituency is Motihari 
where Mahatma Gandhi had arrived by 
train. This you might have seen in the 
film ‘Gandhi’ that when Mahatma Gandhi 
arrived there, the people gave him a tumul-
tuous welcome. It Is from there that a 
call for launching struggle for freedom 
was given. Are you going to make 
Motihari Station a model station ? I 
want your assurance in this matter.

May I know whether the Government 
is going to take up the construction work 
of Bagaha-Chittoni railway bridge ? The 
bridge was damaged in 1924. While lay-
ing its foundation stone on 23-10-73, 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi gave assurance to 
lakhs of people who had come there from 
eastern U ttar Pradesh and Purnea, Saharsa, 
Motihari and the adjoining areas of Bihar, 
that the work would be completed within
5 years. Is it not the duty of the hon. 
Railway Minister to complete the cons* 
truction work of Bagaha-Chittoni bridge, 
the foundation stone of which was laid by 
the respected late Shrimati Indira Gandhi, 
so that the eastern U ttar Pradesh is linked 
with Bihar ? Do you want to reduce the 
distance or not ? I demand that you 
should reduce the distance. Already a 
sum of Rs. 8 crores has been spent on it. 
In your explanatory note, you have set 
apart Rs 1*000/- for it so as to keep the 
project alive.

The former Railway Minister, late 
Shri Lalit Narain Mishra, had given an 
assurance for undertaking construction of 
Darbhanga-Samastipur B.G. line. 10 to 12 
years have passed since he died. He had 
said that the construction of Darbhanga- 
Samastipur B.G. Line will be taken up 
very soon. Shri Lalit Narain became a 
martyr. It is that place where he was 
shot at. Does it not become our pious 
duty to implement his assuranc ? The

northern Bihar is a very beautiful region. 
The railways too have a glorious history. 
O f course, you have taken up a number 
of good steps and I do praise them. A 
passenger coach factory had been set at 
Perambur in Madras. There is a railway 
factory in Bangalore also. One factory 
each is also being set up in K apurthala 
and Varanasi. All these things show that 
the country is making progress. But when 
the demand from Bihar is raised, you 
ignore it. It is a region in Bihar which 
produces 80 per cent o f  the total coal 
production of the country. D o not you 
want that this industrial area of Bihar be 
linked with a railway line ? I would like 
to make a demand to you that Hazaribagh 
Giridih and Ranchi be linked by construct-
ing a broad gauge line. I would also 
demand that Barkakana-Gomoh-Dehri- 
on-Sonc railway line should be electrified. 
(Interruptions) You let me speak. I have 
other demands also. You can go to 
north Bihar or any part of Bihar and see 
for yourself the condition of the trains. 
It takes 15 to 16 hours to travel from one 
place of the State to another by any train 
whereas the same distance can be covered 
by bus in 4 hours only. Then who would 
like to travel by train ? Why do you not 
retrieve the situation ? You are concentra-
ting your efforts only on 50 super fast 
trains and are not paying any attention 
towards pitiable condition of other trains. 
Are you not aware that these trains run 
overcrowded ? The condition oi the AC 
coach is also not good. In the coaches 
of Magadh Express, you can find herds 
of cockroaches moving about. There is 
no arrangement for cleaning in the Magadh 
Express.

In  the documents which you have 
supplied to us, it is written that you are 
increasing the security measures in the 
trains. But what kind of security steps 
you are taking ? The accident which 
occurred at Jadwa road has not faded 
from our memory. Although the speed 
of the trains has been increased, but the 
tracks are worn out. Then how the fast 
speed trains will run on them ? Trains 
starting from any State Capital reach 
Delhi in the morning. The trains starting 
from Delhi reach Lucknow, Karnataka 
and Madras in time but we reach Patna
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International Womens Year and this weak 
women’s week, I request the hon. Minister 
to give this gift to  women on this occasion. 
As women do not lag behind in any 
sphere, they should not be deprived 
of this opportunity.

I suggest that five bogies in each train 
w o u ld  be especially reserved for women. As 
women find it difficult to get accomodation 
in generaf compartments especially when 
they are travelling with their chi‘dren, 
and luggage, it is necessary to reserve 
five to six second class bogies in each 
train,

Now, I would like to sp .ak  a few 
words about my constituency. Two dele* 
gations of 100 persons from my constitu- 
tency Beed had met hon. Prime Minister 
and Railway Minister. Petitions were 
submitted and discussions were held. We 
had tought that the survey work of the 
new line would be taken up and work 
started. But I was sorry to find that in 
this year’s Budget there is no inclusion 
of the Survey of Beed railway line in this 
Budget. Beed is the most backward 
district, every year 3 to 4 lakh persons 
of this district go in search of employment 
to big cities. As there are no railways 
in this area, it has hampered industrial 
development and led to large scale un -
employment in this area. That is why I 
would like to request the hon. Minister to 
tour this area to have first hand knowledge 
of the problems of the people living there 
and immediately take up the survey of 
Ahmednagar—Beed—Parali railway line 
and sanction this new railway line. This 
is a backward area and it is the policy of 
the Government to give priority to deve-
lopment of backward areas. But it is 
our experience that those areas which 
are rich and affluent are o f f e r e d  some 
new railway lines while those poor areas 
which have no resources are constantly 
neglected in the matter of sanctioning new 
railway lines. Therefore, I request the 
hon. Minister to  give preference to Ahmed- 
nagar-Parali railway line and take up the 
survey work immediately. If the hon. 
M in i s t e r  personally visits this area I am 
Quite sure that he himself will realise the 
injustice alone to area and take steps to 
do justice to this area.

Beed district has not been granted 
even single K .M . new railway line. There 
is no overbridge at Parali railway station 
in the absence of which many accidents 
take place every year. In the Railway 
Committee I had pointed out and you had 
assured me that this would be done. Tho 
State Govt.. I am sure, will come forward 
to contribute its share in the construction 
of the overbridge. Therefore, I request 
you to take up the construction of the 
overbridge at the earlier. Parali is one of 
important religious places where thousands 
of pilgrims visit every year. I request 
that Parali should be selected as one of 
67 model stations. I also request that 
Ghatnandur which connects 50 smail 
villages should be selected for setting up 
new rural railway station. „

You have earmarked only 3 crores 
rupees for P a ra l i—Manmad broad gauge 
line in Marathwada. The broad gauge 
line was sanctioned long back. But every 
year a meagre sum is allocated with the 
result that the work has not been comple-
ted so far. I request that at least Rs. 10 
crores should be sanctioned so that the 
work can be taken up and completed at 
the earliest.

Aurangabad should also be developed 
as a model railway station. As A uranga-
bad is an important tourist centre where 
thousands of tourists come to visit 
Ajanta caves, I request you to develop 
this railway station as a model railway
station and add to the charm of this 
city.

I am not a poet or writer like Shri
Bairagi. I am a women coming from 
rural area. Therefore I would like to
invoke the blessings of Lord Vithal and 
pray for the long life of hon. Prime 
Minister and Railway Minister and wish 
them every success for serving weaker
sections of the society and down-trodden 
people of the country.

With these words I thank you for 
giving me an opportunity to speak and 
lend my hearty support to the Budget.
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SHRI VIJOY KUM AR YADAV 
(Nalanda) : Mr. Chairman, Sir. it is true 
that there has been no increase in the 
railway fares in this Railway budget but 
it is so because of the fact that the fares 
have already been increased indiscrimina-
tely some months ago.

AN HON . MEMBER : The fares have 
been increased constitutionally and not 
indiscriminately.

SHRI VIJOY KUMAR YADAV : It 
was done at that time keeping the future 
atm in mind. Generally the people ex-
press apprehension about it. If the 
Railway Budget is taken into consideration 
without that increase in the fares, you will 
find a different picture. Already the 
increased fares arc a burden on the general 
public.

Earlier, railways were regarded as a 
cheaper and convenient mode of transport 
for the poor people. But today things 
have changed. The fares are so high that 
it has created difficulty for the common 
man. There is apprehension that at the 
time of presenting Supplementary Budget 
you will take care of what has been left 
out now and will make good the loss of 
revenue sustained due to not increasing 
the fare In the main budget.

The condition of the railway tracks is 
very bad and the pace of repair work is 
also very slow. It has affected the railway 
development in a number of areas. If you 
take into account the present speed of 
work, you will see that the renewal of 
these tracks will take 10 to 15 years and 
by that time the tracks which are in good 
condition now will also be worn out. 
Therefore, there is need to speed up the 
renewal work.

You have issued Railway Bonds to 
meet the shortage of funds in the Railways. 
You can find ways to raise money but it 
is essential to repair the railway tracks.

I h e r e  is a shortage of wagons and 
coaches. A number of them have become 
over=aged and there are many which can-
not be put to use. You have switched

over to diesel from locomotive and now 
you are switching over to  electricity. 
Electricity is regarded as the best tue< but 
the pace of electrification is very slow. 
This should be speeded up.

Work on the electrification of the main 
line from Delhi to Howrah via Patna and 
Asansol has not been taken up till today. 
A decision was taken many years ago Lhat 
electrification of this line would be taken 
up but nothing has been done so far. 
Therefore, I would request lhat the work 
of electrification of the lines from Mugha-
lsarai to Asansol via Patna may be started 
and complet ed expeditiously.

The required number of workshops 
are not there. The price of meals has been 
raised. A number of othsr colleagues 
have said that though the meals have be-
come costlier, yet Scindiaji likes them. 
According to the figures given by him, 
many people like such meals. If  meals 
are kept in the packets for 4 to 5 hours, 
these start emiting foul smell. I have my 
own experience in this respect. The 
general public do not like it. In the old 
system, one could get meal of one’s taste. 
But as of now, on the one hand, it has 
become costlier and on the other hand, 
it is not of quality. So the system should 
be changcd. The facility of drinking water, 
cleanliness and lighting is inadequate for 
the second class passengers. Thefts take 
place even in the coaches. If one goes 
for reservation, one returns disappointed. 
He is told at the station that he will ge«t 
reservation in the train but it is a well 
known fact that the passengers have to  
pay extra for it.

Now I would like to say about Bihar* 
The condition of Bihar is very pitiable in 
every respect,

SHRI AJAY M USHRAN (Jabalpur) : 
The same is true of Madhya Pradesh also.

SHRI VIJOY KUMAR YADAV : I 
agree that Madhya Pradesh is also in the 
same condition. 1 am not against it. 
Madhya Pradesh should also develop and 
make progress. Recently the hon. Minister 
had gone to Patna and he had talks with 
the Chief Minister.
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[Shri Vijoy K um ar Yadav]

Y ou should not give them a chance for
resorting to strike....... (Interruptions) ...
You also resort to strike in the States 
where you are in the Opposition. I can 
cite a number of such examples. No one 
resorts to strike deliberately and as a 
hobby. One has to bear the consequences 
of a strike. Therefore, you must not allow 
a situation for the strike to develop.

At present, there are 2.50 lakh casual 
labourers working in the Railways for the 
last 10 to 12 years. Their work is of a 
regular nature, but their services are not 
being regularised. They should be regula-
rised without delay.

The ban on the new appointments 
should be lifted. The other Members 
have also said that the Railway Depart-
ment is such an organisation which opens 
avenues for employment. For removing 
unemployment from the country, it is 
imperative that the ban should be lifted.

Generally, the rules for safety are 
flouted. I would like to give you a few 
examples. Such instances have come to 
our notice where goods train runs with-
out the guard and the driver Is forced to 
run the train without adequate brake 
power. This should be looked into. Such 
thing must not be allowed to recur in
fu ture........ (Interruptions) Incidents of
chain pulling and ticketless travel take 
place in Bihar on a large scale.

The condition of the labourers who 
live in railway colonies is very pitiable. 
There is no road there and even if the 
roads are there, they are in a very bad 
condition. The roofs of the houses, where 
the labourers Jive, need repairs. There 
is no cleanliness and there is a shortage 
of drinking water. Jabalpur, Mughalsarai, 
Kharagpur, Danapur are some of such 
railway colonies where these conditions 
exist.

A number of hon. Members have 
spoken about the development of Bihar », 
( Interruptions) ^  I would conclude after 
making the last point. It is true that

there is a practice of ticketless travel and 
causing damage to the railway property in 
Bihar. There is maximum indicipline in 
Bihar. ‘

TH E M INISTER O F STATE IN  THE 
DEPA RTM ENT OF PUBLIC ENTER-
PRISES IN  TH E M INISTRY OP 
IN DU STRY  (PRO F. K. K. TEWARY) : 
What are you saying ? If  you travel from 
Aligarh to Delhi, you will see how much 
difficulties the people have to face.

SHRI VIJOY K UM AR YADAV: 
After all this is the impact of the doings 
in Bihar. Earlier, such things did not 
take place.

PRO F. K.K . TEWARY : You are the 
representative of Bihar and you are say-
ing this.

SHRI VIJOY K UM AR YADAV : 
Tewaryji, I cannot agree with you on this
issue........(Interruptionsj I f  members of
our party indulge in such things, you 
should arrest them also. But majority of 
the ticketless travellers wear white caps. 
You can see the police record. I t  Is said 
that this matter falls under the jurisdiction 
of the State Government. But you can-
not improve the situation by leaving the 
matter on the State Government.

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (A lm ora): 
The Minister for Public Enterprises 
belongs to Bihar. What more they want 7

SHRI VIJOY K UM AR YADAV : It 
is a good  thing. He should  g et so m e  
other good  departm ent except the Railways 
because in the railways he will do nothing.

I was saying that if  a person from 
some other State reaches Bihar, he gets 
perplexed. He becomes worried about 
his future. I would like to say that this 
matter should be taken up with the S ta te  
Government and stringent m e a su re s  
should b e  taken. Only then such a thing 
can be checked. If one goes to S o u th , 
one feels secure and even at other p laces  
one does not find any h a r a s s m e n t .  
Whenever we go to our State, we find that 
the bonafide passengers have to trave l
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sta n d in g  in the trains while the passengers 
trav e llin g  without tickets occupy seats. 
T h e re fo re , as long as you do not pay 
a t te n t io n  towards it, the position caonot 
be improved.

SHRI VIR SEN (Khurja) : Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, the Railways are like 
arteries and blood circulation mechanism 
of our country. The Railways are very 
important for our industrial development.
A part of the country remains backward 
with Railway facility in the same way as 
a limb of the body becomes useless without 
blood circulation. While this Budget has 
provided some unprecedented relief, I 
think some more attention needs to be 
paid to certain things. Capacity utilis-
ation has been increased which deserves 
appreciation. You have paid more atten-
tion towards idle wagons to increase the 
utilisation for which you deserve congrat-
ulation. Similarly you have taken some 
other steps such as the provision to set up 
a financial corporation named IRFC which 
I consider to be a good step. You have 
also tried to increase the frequency of 
some trains and have also introduced 
some new trains. But the only comp-
laint that I have is that all the new trains, 
which you have proposed to introduce, 
have been given to the southern region 
only. Why have you ignored the 
northern region ? All the eight new trains 
have been given to thp South and the 
frequencies of trains have also been incre-
ased in the southern region. Why you 
have not cared to look at the northern 
region above Vindhyachal ? Do you think 
that a saturation point has been reached 
in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar or in other areas 
of northern region and hence there Is no 
need to undertake further developmental ' 
works ? I think you should pay attention 
towards this area also. I do not believe 
that the Railway capacity in northern 
India has increased to such an extent 
that no further developmental work is 
required to be done there.

You 'are doing electrification and 
energisation but you are ignoring north 
India. You know that Delhi— Howrah 
Railway line has been electrified but the 
Other lines in U ttar Pradesh and Bihar

have not been electrified. The electrific-
ation of Delhi-Lucknow railway line is 
very necessary. Similarly, Lucknow- 
G orakhpur line should also be electrified 
because non-electrification of these lines 
causes a lot of inconvenience to the 
passengers.

You have mentioned about certain 
amenities. You have also said about 
computerisation. It is true that compu-
terisation will chech corruption to some 
extent. I myself have experienced it. One 
day I was standing at the railway station. 
The Booking Clerk told the person stand-
ing before me that no seat was available 
but when be give some extra money, seat 
was given to him. After tha tf I too 
received the same reply, but when I looked 
at the chart and told him that so many 
seats were available, he allotted a seat 
t a m e  also. In ordinary, booking, your 
staff refuses giving seats in the first ins-
tance but if you pay Rs. 10 extra to them, 
you will immediately get seat. As has 
been mentioned by one woman Member 
also, I think it is necessary to expand 
the computerisation scheme. It  would be 
much better if this arrangement is exten-
ded to maximum number of railway 
stations. At least, at big railway stations, 
computerisation is a must. You have 
proposed in the Budget that cushions 
will be provided in second class alsd. I t  
is a matter of gratification that you are 
taking care of second class also. But if 
you look at first class compartments, you 
will find that their condition has become 
worse than that of third class. The pas-
sengers prefer to travel in AC sleeper 
rather than in first class. Therefore, I 
would request you that it would be much 
better if you could renovate them also.

One thing I would like to say to the 
hon. Minister regarding catering. I do 
not know as to what standard has been 
fixed there. I am not talking about packet 
meal which is served in aluminium 
Casseroles. I am saying about the other 
meal supplied in the trains, which con-
tains only four paories , which do not 
make a square meal. However, full cost 
is charged for it. Therefore, I  would like 
to request you that there must be proper 
checking of it also.
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[Shri Vir Sen]

You have mentioned in the Budget 
that a cell will be set up for the redressal 
of public grievances. But the question 
arises as to who will be there in this cell. 
If  you entrust the responsibility of hearing 
public grievances to the railway emp-
loyees, I think that will be like setting a 
fox to keep the geese. You cannot 'expect 
that public grievances will be redressed 
by these people For this purpose, the 
best way will be to constitute a committee 
of non-officials and no railway employees 
or officer should be the member of such 
Committee. Moreever, if this committee 
is not bestowed with recommendatory and 
penal powers, I think, this entire system 
will be of no use and nobody will follow 
it.

Another complaint that I have is 
that you pay more attention to long route 
trains only. You are very kind to the 
long route trains like Calcutta-Delhi, 
Bombay-Delhi or Madras-Delbi. Deifci 
is the heart of the country. It is like the 
heart of the human body which circulates 
blood to other parts of the body, but no 
facility has been provided to the people of 
adjoining areas of Delhi. You have pro-
vided fast trains to ail places, as a result 
of which there is no scope for running 
passenger trains The F.T.D. trains from 
Fatehpur to Delhi via Tundla has been 
discontinued and as a result of that there 
is no passenger train on this route from
8.00 AM to 8.30 P.M. I want to tell the 
hon. Minister that a,bout 10,000 daily 
passengers are there who travel on mon-
thly season tickets but there in no 
capacity with the Railways for them. One 
day I also travelled by that train and 
found that 50 passengers were there in 
the compartment which had accommod-
ation for only 10 passengers. People are 
packed in the over-crowded trains like 
gunny bags. I have written to you in this 
regard several times but every time I get 
stereotype reply from you that it will 
alow down the speed of trains and that 
will causes inconvenience to the long dis-
tance passengers. If you deprive the 
people of nearby areas of Delhi of the 
railway facUity on the sole ground that 
it will cause inconvenience to long dis-
tance passengers, I think, that i t  net

justified. I would like to ask whether the 
people in adjoining areas of Delhi are not 
the citizens of India ? Why are you d«ay* 
ingrailway facilities to them 7 While 
presenting last year’s Budget, the hoa. 
Railway Minister had remarked th^t he 
wanted the people of adjoining areas to 
travel by buses. It appears that the 
Railway officers have a kind of connivance 
with the bus owners and they want that 
the people from Delhi to Bareilly and 
other adjoining areas of Delhi should 
travel by bus. I think, it should be 
looked into because it is possible that 
there might be some concoction in it. I 
do not think that providing two to four 
stoppages for the people living In adjoin-
ing areas of Delhi will cause any incon-
venience to the passengers of Bombay or 
Calcutta, You give up the excuse of 
tref&c and pay special attention towards 
it Instead.

Thirdly, I would like to say that 
second class passengers contribute a major 
part of the revenue and they should not 
be ignored. I have seen in your state-
ment that as much as Rs. 1530 crores 
are earned from second class whereas 
first class contributes only Rs. 85 crores. 
Therefore, it is not proper to ignore the 
second class passengers.

One more thing that I would like to 
say is that long route trains have very 
limited stoppages The Assam Mail does 
not have its stoppage at Hapur which is 
the biggest grain and gur market of the 
world and it is number two to Farkhabad 
in respect of potato. The people from 
Bu’andshahr, Muzaffarnagar, Sharanpur, 
Ghaziabad and Aligarh have to catch 
trains from there. It is a central point 
which covers a number of districts. 
Therefore, it is not justified not to give 
stoppage to Assam Mail there. You 
should think over it.

One thing I would like to say about 
Railway level crossings. In this 
a rule has "been framed that the matter 
will be considered only if such proposal 
is received from the State Government. 
These are minor items which do not 
involve huge expenditure. At sons* 
places, farmers are living on one tide of 
the railway track and their fields are oft
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the other side of tho track, 'due to which 
the fanners have to take a round of 
geveral miles for taking carts to their 
fields. Therefore, railway level crossings 
can bo provided at such places because 
it Involves an expenditure of Rs. four to 
five thousand only. You should provide 
such railway level crossings at the request 
of the villagers and the matter need not 
be referred to the State Government. You 
can enquire into this matte* and ensure 
that such railway level crossings are pro-
vided wherever they are needed or where 
tome unaaet ailed roads are there.

Regarding chain pulling, I would 
like to say that such incidents occur at cej- 
tain specific places. Specially the Govern-
ment employee, who travel by trains and 
want to get down at their village, pull the 
chain. Everyone including the railway 
administration knows the places where 
chains pulling is done. So why it is not 
checked 7 ...(Interruptions) ........ I was say-
ing that the railway administration was 
pretty well aware as to where chains were 
pulled and where hose pipes were cut. 
Police arrangements should be made to 
check these things and  the people who get 
down at such places should be arrested and 
prosecuted. Sometimes trains are late 
by oven ten hours due to the ohain pull-
ings. You should be vigilant about 
it.

SHRI MOHD, M A H FO O Z, ALI 
KHAN (Etah) : Your Guard and Driver
will then see to it.

SHRI VIR SEN : You have to do
it frequently and once a person is impris-
oned for two to three months, he w j II 
never indulge in chain pulling again. You 
have to continue such a drive only for 
few days.

Though I belong to Uttar Pradesh, yet 
I would like to say one thing about Delhi. 
Keeping in view the fast increasing traffic 
congestion in Delhi, there will be no place 
for cars and buses in the next ten years1 
time. The traffic congestion in Delhi is 
increasing at a great pace. Therefore, 
you have to think: about Metropolitan 
Railway and underground Railway for

Delhi right now. You have done it in 
Calcutta, which is a good thing. You 
should prepare sintilar plan for Delhi also. 
You have mentioned it in your Budget 
speech that no agency can bear such a 
huge expenditure. I also admit that no 
single agency can do the work of extend* 
ing urgent service, but keeping in view the 

/  convenience, the income, the savings, you 
. may p)ea6e initiate the process of planning 

for thi« right now.

SHRI SHANTI DHARIWAL 
(Kota) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I rice to
support this budget.

SHRI AJAY M USH RA N  (Jabal-
pur) : His name is Shanti, test you
should mistake him for a lady, because 
mostly ladieg are getting their turn 
today.

MR, CHAIRM AN : He is Sbanti
Lai.

SHRI SHANTI DHARIWAL : The
Railway Department has progressed a lot 
under the able leadership of the young 
Railway Minister. There has been im-
provement in many fields. We find a 
reduction in corruption also for which 
the Railway Department was ill famed. I 
congratulate him for all these things. The 
separate programme formulated for resear-
ch and design is a commendable step.* 
Besides, I want to draw the attention of „ 
the hon. Minister towards some of the 
problems of my area. The Rajdhani 
Express, which runs between Bombay aad 
Delhi, slops at Gangapur for two minutes; 
this halt could have been provided at 
Kota. This train stops at 4 to 5 stations 
only which include Gangapur and Ratlam. 
I reques t  the Railway Minister to stop it 
at Kota for the reason that Kota is twenty 
times bigger a city than Gangapur and 
four times as big as Ratlam. Passengers 
do not board this train and alight from it 
at these pieces, whereas a number of 
passengers will be boarding and alighting 
at Kota. The train is halted at Gangapur 
for the purpose of changing the staff and 
filling water in the train, which could be 
done at Kota as well. When these trains 
are meant for big cities, then Kota is altQ
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a big city. Both, the passengers and the 
Railways will be benefited if the train 
halts there. My second request is that 
there has been a demand for the last 7 to 
8 years for the introduction of a new train 
between Ratlam and Delhi. This demand 
has been rejected, some times on the 
ground of shortage of terminal and some-
times on the ground of shortage of engi-
nes etc. The D.R.M. of Kota has always 
been proposing that since a number of 
persons belonging to this place have to 
return disappointed, a new train may be 
introduced and it should run through 
Kota, it  is my submission that it should 
b« run via Kota. ’As the, hon. Railway 
Minister belongs to Madhya Pradesh, he 
is more attached to that place.

SHRI AJAY MUSHRAN : If it is
possible, you may have a train by jump-
ing over Madhya Pradesh. When we 
happen to be enroute, what can we 
do 7 

e
SHRI SHANTI DHARIWAL : If

those belonging to Madhya Pradesh have 
a complaint against the Railway Minister 
that he did not give anything to Madhya 
Pradesh, and instead gave everything to 
Assam and Bihar, then let him give them 
a new train and run it from Ratlam to 
Delhi. The Dehradun Express is the 
most popular train in which the passen-
gers belonging to the lower strata of the 
society also travel. Six coaches for In-
dore are attached to it at Nagda, whereas 
there is already a separate train from 
Indore for Delhi. It is not understood 
as to why another six coaches are being 
attached to it. I am not able to under-
stand the style of functioning of the Rail-
way Board. Why six coaches for Indore 
are being attached at Nagda * whereas a 
train already runs from Indore for Delhi ? 
The same is the position with the Fron-
tier Mail to which also some coaches for 
Indore are being attached at Nagda where-
as a train already runs for Bombay from 
Indore. A few days ago, on 19.12,1986, 
a new order was issued by the Railway

* Board and as per that order Kota has 
been declared ‘Tankhaiya’ (out-cast). In 
accordance with the above order, the 
quota for Kota in (be Frontier Mail has

been cut. The hon. Railway Minister is 
not present here, how can we carry on 
with this 7

[ English]

MR. CHAIRMAN ; Some Minister 
is taking notes on his behalf.

[Translation)

SHRI SHANTI fcHARlWAL : Accord-
ing to this order, two seats in A. C. Two 
Tier and 4 berths in second class sleeper 
have been reduced from the quota for Kola 
whereas the 'quota for Kota should have 
been increased^ Kota shouid have got at 
least 8 seats in A.C. two tier, 8 first class 
berths and at least 40 berths in the second 
class sleeper but as of now, only 15 second 
class sleeper are given. Despite a sepa-
rate train being run from Indore for 
Bombay, the people of Indore are also 
provided seats at this station’. The posi-
tion at Kota is such that everyday names 
of at least 15 persons for A.C, two tier, 
l K persons for first class and 30 persons 
for second class are put in the waiting 
list and taking into account this average, 
the quota for Kota must have been 
increased, but on the contrary, it has 
been reduced. I do not understand as 
to how you decide about the quota allo-
cation.

Mr. Chairman, Sir, through you, I 
want to say a few more points, one of 
which concerns the Awadh Express. A 
second class sleeper coach must be attach-
ed to Awadh Express for Howrah from 
Kota. In this connection, I had written 
a letter to the then Minister of Transport, 
Shri Bansi Lai, who passed on to the 
same to the Railway Board. He forwar-
ded the same reply which he got from the 
Railway Board. I want to read out the 
reply of the Railway Board.

“ The people will not like reser-
ving the passenger train for 
passengers bound for Howrah” .

From this you - can guess "about the 
functioning of the Railway Board as to 
how irrelevant reply they give. And our
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It was further stated that suburban 
sections commuters problems 
were quite different from other 
traffic and, therefore, in order to 

. coordinate the functioning and 
pooling of resources like EMU 
stock, spares, utilisation of rakes, 
car sheds facilities, etc. of both 
the Railways, a separate Railway 
Division might be set up. The 
Committee would like the Minis-
try of Railways to examine this 
aspect of the m a tte r . . .”

The Railways must have sent 
some reply to this. I also request that a 
separate division be created so that the 
Minister may know that there is no loss 
in Bombay area.

In the Bombay suburban traffic there 
is overcrowding to such an extent that the 
Petitions Committee has stated ;

“ The Committee also find that 
approximately 2.5 million com-
muters travel by Western Railway 
and 2.7 million by Central 
Railway daily. During the 
preceding decade, the commuters 
traffic had been increasing at the 
rate of 10 per cent per annum. 
In the absence of matching capa-
city having been created for 
carrying the commuters consider-
able gap between the demand 
and capacity has resulted. C on-
sequently, there is very heavy 
over-crowding on suburban trains, 
particularly peak hours. The 
EMU ra k e s 1 have a capacity of 
seating about 900, but more than 
3500 commuters travel by these 
rakes during peak hours.”

* i V- .

The Railways have admitted that due
heavy over-crowding on suburban 

trains, the railways are carrying four times 
more than the actual capacity. Therefore, 
what is the solution for this 7 More trains 
Will have to be given but the tracks are 
the same. So, it is not possible. The 
only solution is that 12-car rakes should 
be run. Accordingly, this year the Rail-
ways have started one such rake in Cen-

tral Railway and one in, Western Railway 
on experimental basis and the people are 
satisfied with these. Therefore, ] suggest 
that it should be made permanent. More 
rakes should be given which can he used 
for all big and important stations so that 
the problem of the Bombay area is solved.

If the Bombay Suburban Division is 
created, then they can know whether there 
is a loss or not. The Railway Ministry 
always says that there is a loss in subur* 
ban trains. When the number of passen* 
gers travelling is four times than the cap- 
city, how can there be a loss ?

*

The Kokan Railway has gone only up 
to Roha in so many years. It has to be 
constructed up to Ratnagiri which really 
is Kokan area. So, I request that this 
should be taken up at least up to Kokaa 
area.

Mankhurd-Belapur is a ne& line which 
is to be constructed and a provision of 
Rs. 4 crores has been made for this line. 
The State Government has agreed to give 
67 per cent share and 33 per cent is to be 
provided by the Railways, Then why only 
Rs. four crores have been provided 7 I do 
not know whether this is the share of the 
Railway alone or whether it includes the 
share of the State Government also.
I request the hon. Minister that more 
money should be given for this. It is said 
that surcharge will be levied on the ticket 
and then only the money will be given 
back. I do not know whether it is a loan 
or it is a contribution made by the State 
Government to the Railways. After all, 
it will be Railways’ property, it is not 
going to be the State Government’s p ro -
perty. So, why should the surcharge b« 
levied ?

Kalava-Belapur railway line is con-
necting Thane to new Bombay* CIDCO 
has given the whole money for the con-
struction of this line. CIDCO Has given 
the money and the work is to be comple-
ted before 1968. So, I would like to kaow 
whether the project will be completed 
within that period or not. Whether th® 
CID CO  is paying only 67 per cent or th* 
whole amount, that is to be clarified.
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phraseology of the Prime Minister “ Unity 
& Integrity”  will be jeopardised. All the 
problems of the State must be viewed in a 
microscopic way. Assam is contributing 
a huge amount of money to the Treasury 
of the Railway Department by transport-
ing tea, jute, coal forest products, oil, etc. 
But in return, Assam has been looked 
dowD upon from rendering benefits and 
developmental programmes. This time 
the Railway Budget has given nothing to 
the North Eastern Region, particularly 
Assam. 11nterruptions) You see, what has 
been given to the State of Assam. No 
new project has been given to the Stats. 
You gee, how many rail*cum-road bridges 
are in Bihar and U.P. In Assam, we are 
demanding three bridges. Till today, the 
Railways have failed to construct the 
bridges, except the one in Gauhati. No 
new railway line has been taken up. 
What has been taken up .has been the 
project which had already been taken up 
last year. You are putting old wine in 
the new bottle. In the last year’s Budget, 
you have assured the House that a new 
superfast train will be introduced. But 
you have not said anything that you are 
going to abolish the old train, Assam 
Mail. Only the name plate you have , 
changed in the old train and made it a 
superfast. This time also, Trivandrum 
Express has been abolished and a new 
superfast train, Gauhati-Cochin train has 
been introduced. Why is this misleading 
statement made by the hon. Railway 
Minister in the House ? I do not under-
stand. You see yourself and compare it 
with other States. I do not know whether 
you are getting these benefits in your State 
or not. But wc are the worst sufferers. 
People cannot travel in Assam. The con-
ditions of bogies arc worst. You do' not 
firtd drinking water in the train; pantry 
services are worst. I f  you purchase a 
ticket, you do not get reservation. If you 
do not purchase the ticket, you get reser-
vation. Your corrupt officers are invol-
ved in this scandal. People cannot travel 
from one place to another.

If  you go to other State, you will find 
hundreds of fly-overs but in Assam there 
are only a few over bridges in Gauhati 
and Dibrugarh. In places like Jorhat,

Golaghat, Nowgaon, Goalpara, Tezpur 
and Lakhlmpur, you do not find even a 
single flyover. I want to know the reason 
why. Why is this kind of unsympathetic 
and step-mothertly attitude being given to 
the State of Assam ? You are earning a 
Jot from the State of Assam through tea 
trade. We are earning 66% of the fore-
ign exchange out of tea trade. But in 
return, we have not been given anything. 
I f  you do not want unity and integrity, it 
is a different thing. (Interruptions) You 
see the map of Assam and compare it with 
the map of India. Only a few yard is left 
to cut off from rest of India. F o r  pro-
viding employment, what is there in the 
Budget. What is the assurance to the 
unemployed people ? Thousands and 
thousands of unemployed people, parti-
cularly unemployed youths are waiting for 
employment in the State of Assam. You 
have even failed to set up a Railway 
division at Rangia which has been a long 
standing demand of the people of Assam. 
We have been demanding that a separate 
division should be set up there. Instead 
of that, you are maintaining a division 
from Alipur in West Bengal and you are 
importing foreigners appointing them in 
Railway and sending them to Assam. 
You are creating the foreigners problem 
in Assam.

It is our sad experience that we can. 
not travel in the first class and second 
class Compartments. Nobody is there to 
look in to  it. There are no facilities. 
The seats in the waiting rooms are ricketty. 
One cannot sit there. I t is your own 
people (Cong>I) who are saying that the 
natural water of man is being provided as 
drinking water in the trains: . I agree to 
it.

SHRI AJAY M USHRAN : If  you take 
that, you will live till 91 years of age. 
Why don’t you understand tha t ?

SHRI BHADRESWAR TANTI : 
Perhaps that is your experience. We are 
part and parcel of the country. We 
want to be with you always. Wc are 
maintaining the unity and inte-
grity of India. We do not publish in the 
papers and put posters for unity and
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integrity. We are setting an 
example for the unity and integrity. 
In the last 7 or 8 years, in the 
patriotic movement, the railway emplo-
yees also joined it. But they have not 
been given their pay and wages as yet. 
You are duty bound to pay the salary 
and allowances of the railway employees 
in terms of the Assam accord. But you 
have failed. Why ? How much money 
will be involved If thie railway employees 
are paid. It will no be much. You are 
going to do some welfare work to the 
railway employees but you have failed to 
pay their salary and wages for their long 
seven years agitation. You cannot regard 
them as criminals. They are patriots. 
Now they are entitled to their salary for 
their patriotic movement. The old free-
dom fighters are getting their pension from 
the State as well as from the Central 
Government for their involvement in 
the freedom struggle But those who ar« 
involved in the foreign national agitation 
in Assam have not been paid their pay 
and wages at all. How can you maintain 
the unity and integrity of the country ? 
Only by repeating the phraseology of the 
Prime Minister in regard to unity and 
integrity will not serve the purpose. You 
must do it practically. Thank you,

fTranslationJ

SHRI JAGDISH AWASTHI
(Bilhaur) : Mr. Chairman, Sir, I Join my
ether col.eagues in congratulating the hon. 
Railway Minister for presenting a balanced 
budget which is very beneficial to the gene-
ral public and I hope that, as has just 
now been said by Shri-Bairagi, if no in-
crease in the fare and freight charges is 
contemplated in the supplementary budget, 
the hon. Minister would actually earn a 
lasting acclaim.

Besides, the hon. Minister has made 
some announcements that new trains 
would be introduced, some halt stations 
would be provided and some lines would 
be electrified. All these are commend-
able things. But I Would like to draw 
the attention of the hon. Minister towards 
the Kanpur Central Station. Kanpur is 
a very big station not only of Uttar P ra-
desh, but also of north India and is a

very big junction of Northern Railway, 
Central Railway and North Eastern Rail-
way, but it is a matter of regret that there 
is not a single train for Delhi, Bombay 
or Howrah which originally starts from 
Kanpur. In  this connection, I wrote to 
the hon. Minister several times, but my 
request was not considered. It is a 
matter of great pleasure that he has anno-
unced the introduction of a super-fast 
train which would run from Lucknow to 
Bombay via Kanpur thrice a  week. I 
request that instead of running the train 
tbrice a week, it should be run daily and 
quota for K anpur should be increased. 
If it is done, our demand would be met to 
some extent.

Alongwith this, another thing that I 
would like to  say Is that Kanpur is a very 
big industrial city which goes on expand-
ing continuously. But it is a dirty city 
too. The railways should also co-operate 
in removing the dirt. At the same time, 
I would like to say that there is a goods 
godown at Koparganj in K anpur 
which is pretty old and It should 
be removed from there immediately so 
that the K anpur Central Station could be 
developed and new platform could be 
raised. Kanpur should also be developed 
as a model station.

Besides, I would also submit that you 
have only one line from Kanpur to 
Delhi which has a very heavy traffic. 
Goods trains as well as other trains run 
on this line thereby causing a lot of pre-
ssure on this line. In this connection, I 
would suggest that you should give spe-
cial status to Panki by formulating a new 
scheme. A narrow gauge railway line is 
already there from Panki to Mandhna, a 
stretch of 15 to 20 kms , and from M an-
dhna to Bithoor. A broad gauge line 
from Bithoor to Choubeypur should be 
laid and the existing narrow gauge line 
mentioned above may be converted into 
broad gauge line. If you could extend it 
upto Farrkhabad then certainly you will 
have an alternative route for Delhi be-
cause in that case there will be a broad 
gauge time from Kanpur to Farrukhabad, 
and a broad gauge train already runs 
from Farrkhabad to Shikohabad. You 
can run good trains on this route and it
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will reduce the pressure of trains on Kan- 
puf*Delhi line.

Alongwith this, I would also like to 
submit that as in the case of capital city, 

Lucknow, Kanpur has also got its import-
ance, but no electrification work on rail-
way lines has so far been started between 
Lucknow and Kanpur for which d e m a n d  
has been made time and again. It is our 
demand that electrification of Lucknow- 
Kanpur section should be done. In addi-
tion to it. there is a double broad gauge 
line from Kanpur to Unnao. But the 
strench between Unnao and Lucknow, 
a distance of hardly 50 kms. and having 6-7 
stations only, has only single track. I 
also demand that double track s h o u l d  be 
laid between Uonao and Lucknow because 
it will bo bcneficial to the industrialisation 
of Kanpur and other cities and towns 
located between Kanpur and Lucknow, 
I hope that you will get a  survey conduc-
ted and provide double track between 
Lucknow and Kanpur and will aJso 
electrify it.

Besides, railway line between Kanpur 
and Jhansi is still single. Therefore, I 
demand that it should also be doubled. 
If  you connect this branch line with the 
main line, that will not only benefit the 
people of Pukhraya, Kalapi, Urai and 
Jhansi but will also enhance your revenue 
receipt Now Kanpur has become a big 
city. Long route trains have been pro-
vided there but no local train has be p 
provided which is causing a great deal of 
inconvenience to the passengers of neigh-
bouring areas. Local trains are in a very 
bad condition there Kanpur falls in 
Northern Railway, Central Railway and 
North Eastern Railway. I want that 
some local train such as Kanneuj— Kan-
pur, Urai-Kanpur, Etawa—Kanpur 
Hamirpur—Knnpur and Fatehpur-—K an-
pur should be introduced so as 
to extend the railway facilities to 
the local people, These local trains 
will definitely facilitate the local peo-
ple to come and go to Kanpur and they 
will get benefit of these local trains. 
Local trains are necessary to provide 
railway facility to  the local people, Just 
now one hon. Member was also pointing 
out that only long route trains were given 
for Delhi, Therefore, you must provide

local trains for the big cities so that the 
people living in the neighbouring areas 
could also get the benefit of the railway 
facility. Railways are one of the biggest 
and most popular industry of the public 
sector. I want that you should conduct 
survey of different places from industrial 
as well as revenue point of view to pro-
vide railway facility there and these lines 
should also be electrified.

I would also like to point out that you 
have not provided stoppages at proper 
places for the existing trains. I have 
written to the hon. Minister that Rfira is 
a big town but no proper means 
of transportation for Kanpur is available 
from there. I have written several times 
for providing a stoppage to Tata Express 
at Rura, but nothing has been done so 
far. I do not want to say any thing about 
stoppages you have provided at Jhanjhak 
and Bharthna. Bithoor is an ancient 
place and Is visited by a large number of 
people. You have provided only one 
diesel-c r having only 80 seats for going 
from Kanpur to Bithoor. The machinery 
of this train has become obsolete. There-
fore, I would request you that a diesel 
train comprising four bogies should be 
introduced there for the convenience of 
the passengers. I hrve written a number 
of times to the hon. Minister in this regard 
but every time I get a stereo-typed reply 
that the matter will be considered. In 
addition to it, if this line is connected 
with the main line, that wou'd facilitate 
the development of Bithoor. If this line 
is converted into broad-guage line, that 
will also provide facility to the people of 
Kannauj, Farrukhabad and Gurusahajganj 
besides Bithoor. I hopo that the hon. 
Minister wili agree with me on this 
point.

Besides, I would also like to say about 
computerisation. You have introduced 
computer system in the Railways, but Kan-
pur has been deprived of this service. 
Therefore, I would request you to intro-
duce computer system a t Kanpur also. I 
hope the amenities announced by the hon. 
Minister will be provided and the people 
will be benefited. With these words I 
express my gratituto to the hon. Minister 
for presenting such a wonderful Railway
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Minister that this facility may kindly be 
extended upto Jolarpet since electric 
traction facility is already available upto 
Jolarpet. This will go a long way in 
minimising the sufferings of the passengers 
in this section.

Sir, I would draw tne attention of the 
hon. Minister to a very serious problem 
faced by the people in my constituency 
due to very frequent and continued closing 
of railway gates at the National Highway 
No. 47 at five railway crossing points, 
namely, Pachakuppam near Ambur, 
Vaniambadi Municipal Town, Nokkundi 
and Netrampalli. This National Highway 
connects Madras City, the capital of Tamil 
Nadu, with Bangalore. I would plead 
with the Hon. Minister kindly to take 
immediate action for the construction of 
over-bridges/sub-ways at these five impor-
tant railway crossing points. -

The people of Tamii Nadu welcome 
the introduction of new superfast trains 
connecting various important cities in 
other States as also increasing the frequ-
ency of TamM Nadu Express, Charminar 
Express and Karnataka Express.

Finally, this year the Hon. Minister 
has allocated Rs. 4 crores for Karur. 
Dindigal broadgauge line construction. 
This is a very meagre amount for this 
project. Therefore, I request the Hon. 
Minister to allocate sufficient funds for 
this project, so that the construction of the 
broadgauge railway line between Karur 
and Dindigal can be taken up and comple-
ted as early as possible. ,

With these words, I support the 
Railway Budget for the year 1987-88.

[ TranslationJ

SHRI MANKURAM SODI (Bastar) : 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I whole-heartedly 
support the Budget presented by the hon. 
Railway Minister. He has provided con-
cession in the railway fare to the poor, 
lames, destitutes and war-widows and has 
tried to provide yorop relief to these

distressed people. It is a commendable 
thing indeed. It has provided some kind 
of encouragement to these distressed 
people. Railways are the largest public 
utility service in the country and those 
parts of the country where this facility is 
not available are still backward economic-
ally as well as socially. Such areas which 
arc not connected with the railways are 
mostly inhabited by Adiyasis. In these 
tribal areas, you can find that about 60 to 
70 per cent people have not even seen the 
train. You can well imagine how much 
difficulties they might be facing in the 
absence of railway facility. Even today, in 
our area wc have to carry essential 
commodities on our heads to meet day- 
to-day requirements. Essential commodities 
are supplied by the Government in the far 
flung areas which is as much as 700 kms, 
away from Raipur Railway head. These 
things can be distributed at Raipur at 
cheaper rates, but when these commodities 
are carried to the poor and naked 
Adivasis living 700 kms. away in the 
interior, they-cost much higher due to the 
heavy cartage. Similarly various agricul-
tural and forest products are soid there, 
at throw away prices because of the non-
availability of transportation facility. Even 
today, a costly commodity like Chiranji 
can be exchanged there for salt. Therefore, 
the main reason for exploitation of these 
people is the lack of transportation 
means. If transportation facility is made 
available there, the exploitation can be 
stopped, development work can be under-
taken there and the people will get the 
benefits of developmental programmes. 
Only then the development schemes 
initiated by the Government can be imple-
mented successfully. So far as education 
is concerned, I think it must reach such 
far flung areas. But we find that if|School9  
are provided in these areas, they remain 
closed for want of teachers. There is a 
Bhairamgarh Block in South Bastar where 
21 schools have been closed since July last 
for want of teachers. Same is the condition 
of Primary Health Centres and Mini 
P,H.Cs. Due to the non-availability of 
transportation means (here, doctors do 
not want to go there. People are facing 
so many problems and difficulties for want 
of proper means of transporiation. Though 
the Administration has made the arrange-
ment for medicines, yet they arc not made
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availab le  in time due to lack of transport-
ation means. Though rich mineral reserves 
are a v a i l a b le ,  yet no industry has been set 
up there. Without transportation facilities, 
even the exploitation of natural resources 
is n o t  possible. Smugglers smuggle these 
precious minerals and no action is taken 
against  them. If  you could expand the 
railway facility to the far-flung and 
inaccess ib le  Adivasi areas, it will add to 
our national income because minerals like 
iron mica, bauxite, manganese etc, are 
available there in abundance. The iron is 
even exported in iarge quantities. Apart 
from It,  the teak wood, which is a very 
costly wood, is also available there in 
abundance but due to lack of transporta-
tion means, the Government have to 
auction it in the local market itself at a 
very low bid incurring a heavy loss of 
revenue every year. Because of the non-
availability of railway line, the people are 
being exploited there. Our Railway 
Department is thinking of laying under-
ground as well as surface railway lines in 
the big cities, but if it could also pay some 
attention towards laying railway lines in 
the Adivasi areas, I think, it will benefit 
the entire country.

A Corporation is being set up in the 
Railways. It is a welcome step. It is 
my submission that the funds which 
would be received through the above 
Corporation should be utilised in back-
ward and far-flung tribal areas of tho. 
country also for spreading the railway 
network there. I do not say that you 
spend the entire amount on this work, 
but some percentage must be earmarked 
for this purpose. This will expedite deve-
lopment of our backward areas.

The day since our hon. Minister 
assumed independent charge of an impor-
tant department like the Railways, the 
trains have started running In time and a 
tense of confidence has been restored 
among the people for the railways. Now 
®veybody feels that the trains would 
fcach their destinations in time. Not 
only that, the rate of accidents has also 
fallen after his taking over the charge, 
*hich is indicative of his efficiency. A 
8cn$e of confidence has been instilled 
ttiong the people in respect of the safety

of their life and property. Besides, he 
has introduced a scheme of maintaining 
a complaint book in the trains similar to 
the one we find in the buses. As has 
been suggested by a number of hon. 
colleagues, until and unless proper action 
is taken on it and proper attention is 
pa;d by the Railway Department, merely 
keeping complaint books will not serve 
any purpose. If  no attention is paid on 
the complaints, it becomes meaningless. 
I believe that if you could make arrange-
ment to take proper action on it, it will 
definitejy improve the working of the 
Railways.

You have presented a surplus Budget 
for a giant establishment like the Rail-
ways. You deserve congratulation for 
this, because Railways are such a depart-
ment where lakhs of employees work., 
On the other hand, if we look at some 
other public undertakings where 50 to 60 
or 100 employees work, we find that it 
has suffered losses all through, which 
made the people of the entire country 
feel that all the public undertakings incur 
losses and as such, these may be entrust-
ed to private sector. This is what the 
people feel about them. At this juncture, 
you have set an example by showing profit 
in a big establishment. All the public 
undertakings, small or big, should take a 
lesson from this example that there 
can be profit, if one works honestly and 
devotedly. Therefore, the people of our 
country should give up the notion that 
public undertakings incur only losses. If 
people work honestly and with devotion 
in such a big establishment, there will be 
regular profits. Hon Shri Scindia has 
proved it. I support the Budget which 
you have so nicely presented.

SHRI MOHD. M AH POO Z ALI 
KHAN (Etah) : Mr. Chairman. Sir, my
tongue wants io praise the Minister, but 
my heart does not agree. I am in a fix. 
There is a struggle going on between the 
tongue and the heart. There can be no 
two opinions that the work Shri Scindia 
did and the Budget he presented is, indeed, 
a very good one. But my heart stops me 
from paising him. Therefore, I am deeply 
sorry. The hon. Minister of State for 
Parliamentary Affairs is also sitting hero.
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[Shri Mohd.Mahfooz Ali Khan] ‘
a halt station should be opened 
at Gangagarh. The people of this region 
are serving in the police and army. Besides 
there is a Post Office, Telephone Exchange 
and Junior High School functioning in 
that area.

A train 513-514 ‘Marudhar Express* 
runs between Jodhpur and Lucknow and 
similarly there is another train 57 Up and 
58Dn which runs between Kasganj and 
Lucknow. I would request you that these 
trains should be stopped for two minutes 
at Dariyaganj station. My predecessor 
had managed to get these trains stopped 
at Sahwar station and even now these 
trains stop at this station. I would request 
you to give a two minute halt to these 
trains at Dariyaganj station. Besides, 
there is no arrangement of A.C C. coaches 
in the Marudhar Express. Many M.L. 
As and M.Ps travel to Lucknow by this 
train. Therefore, arrangement for ACC 
coaches should be made in this train for 
this reason also.

There is a Kayacnganj railway station 
in that area. The former President, Shri 
Zakir Hussain, was born there and Shri 
Khurshid Alam Khan, who had been a 
minister, also belongs to this area. We 
urge that a quota of four berths of first 
class may be provided from Lucknow and 
Agra for Kayamganj. We fail to under-
stand what is the trouble in reserving the 
quota, The hon. Minister belonging to 
your party could get the quota reserved 
and his request could have been acceded 
to. I think he must have requested . 
about this matter. You at least concede 
the request of the Member belonging to 
the Congress Party. As 1 belong to the 
opposition party, my request can be 
neglected. Now you must meet this dem-
and of ours.

Kanpur Central Railway Station falls 
under the Norih Eastern Railway. The 
condition of this station is such that o n ly  
benches are lying there. There is no 
first class waiting room. Similarly, the 
condition of the furniture in the first class 
waiting room at Tundla station is also 
very bad. Now a little change has been

brought about. But even now you can 
see an armchair lying there which some 
Britisher might have used to  relax himself 
and now it is full of flies hovering over 
it. This is the condition of Tundla 
Railway station. I had asked the Railway 
Minister to visit Etah and see the condi-
tion himself. If  I am wrong, he can 
personally visit there and see things him-
self and must do something for us.

I have 2-3 demands which may be 
noted. If  you do not extend the Etab 
railway line, at least a train should bo 
introduced for Kasganj or Farruk habad. 
The motor transport is flourishing there. 
People have no faith in the railways. 
They think that trucks will transport their 
goods in time. You should pay attention 
towards it. The wagons are worn out 
and the condition of coaches is very bad.

What is happening in the computerised 
system of reservation which you have 
introduced ? The passenger with a compu-
terised ticket would not get a seat whereas 
others manage to get a seat. One can 
get reservation by paying Rs. 10 extra to 
the clerks sitting at the computer. Wbat 
people are saying about it is true and this 
is happening.

There is no protection in the railways. 
The operator in the AC coaches commits 
theft in the night and they say that some 
thief might have sto'en it. I have a per-
sonal experience in this regard. It happen-
ed with me 15 days back. When I woke 
up from my sleep, I found that an opera-
tor of AC coach was picking op an 
attache. He has a separate, room in the 
coach. He picked up the attache and 
kept it inside his room. This is how 
thefts take place in this department. 
Luggage is stolen when one is s le e p in g ,  
They give the plea that some thief might 
have stolen it. But actually it is not a 
thief but an employee of the department 
who remains in the coach . . (In terrup tion*)  
. . .I  am not talking of Uttar Pradesh and 
Bihar alone. I am saying in general that 
such things happen.

I would request the hon. Minister to 
pay attention towards our request. Of 
course wc belong to the opposition but
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you should not neglect us to this extent. 
Kindly do something for us also. Had 
Rohanlalji been alive, Etah station would 
have got a number of facilities.

t

A halt station should be provided at 
Gangagarh. Etah station should be made 
a model station. It should be included 
jn the list of 67 railway stations which you 
are going to develop as model stations. 
A direct train from Etah to Delhi may be 
introduced* If  it does not prove econo-
mical, you can discontinue it. The 
Railway Board gives wrong report. They 
conduct wrong survey. You invite me 
wherever you  conduct survey and I shall 
tell them how survey is conducted,

I convey my thanks to you. This la 
a dual between heart and tongue as I said 
earlier. I do want to praise you.

[English]

SHRI I. RAMA RAI (Kasaragod) : 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I welcome this pro-
mising surplus Railway Budget in spite of 
the fact that the plan allocation for Rail-
ways has been very meagre. It is my 
ipecial duty to thank the Railway Minister 
for the proposal to construct a new line 
from Trichur to Guruvayur in Kerala. 
But the past experience show that not 
even a single project could be completed 
in stipulated time. The result of the delay 
causes tremendous cost escalation. For 
example, Ernakulam Alleppey railway 
line. Here, though a substantial work 
is done, since the time schedule is not 
adhered to, the expenditure naturally went 
up and in turn, people in general, are 
denied of the facilities and thereby income 
of the Railways also is held up. In 
Addition to track renewal, we have at 
present 35 on-going new line projects, 
Involving a total route length of 2940 Kms. 
it  an estimated cost of Rs. 1700 Kms,

The hon. Minister is already loaded 
With enough suggestions and enough 
demands. I am reminded of a story, of a 
tailor. I narrate this now because the 
House is getting bored. It seems that a 
customer came to a tailor with a piece of 
cloth, and asked for a cap to be stitched, 
lb* tailor agreed to it, and measured

the cloth. The next moment the
customer asked : ‘Why can’t I have
two caps ?* To that the tailor agreed. 
Then the customer asked for a third cap. 
To this also, the tailor agreed, i.e. to 
make a third cap. without hesitation. 
The request for the fourth cap also came. 
Finally, after making the request for the 
fifth cap, the customer went away. When 
the customer returned, the tailor gave him 
five caps, which suited the customer’s five 
fingertops.

So, if we go. on putting up demands, 
the Minister can only give some pittance 
here and there, which will not provide any 
results at the end.

SHRI AJAY M USHRAN (Jabalpur) : 
So far as Kerala is concerned, don’t you 
have any demands ?

SHRI I. RAMA RAI : I have got so 
many grievances. I humbly put forth the 
suggestion to the Minister that he may 
prepare a priority list, and finish the pro-
jects in time, so that wastage on different 
fronts can be prevented.

As far as my State is concerned, railway 
development In Kerala is negligible 
during the last 40 years. The national 
average is 10 Kms. per lakh of people; 
but in our case, it is 4 Kms. per lakh of 
people. I request the Minister to bring 
our State at least on par with the national 
average, because it is one State where 
ticketless travelling is negligible and its 
contribution to the railway exchequer is 
comparatively high.

Even now we can see there only old, 
dilapidated coaches, even in the long-
distance trains. As an example, I can 
cite the Himsagar Express which .connects 
Jammu and Kanya Kumari, which is per-
haps the longest train. It is like a Janata 
train. This train should be treated with 
some seriousness, especially when it con-
nects the northern.most area and the 
southern parts. Preference should be 
given to have bogies and bug-free cushion, 
ed seats. Nobody has suggested it. 
Everybody wants cushioned seats, but 
bugs-free cushioned seats will be more



The Lok Sabha then adjourned till
Eleven o f  the Clock on Thursday, March
1987/Phalguna 14 1908 (Saka),


